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Some of the best dreams make their waySome of the best dreams make their waySome of the best dreams make their waySome of the best dreams make their waySome of the best dreams make their way

to places from which we repented so longto places from which we repented so longto places from which we repented so longto places from which we repented so longto places from which we repented so long

ago we can no longer remember their names.ago we can no longer remember their names.ago we can no longer remember their names.ago we can no longer remember their names.ago we can no longer remember their names.

These dreams understand that some of ourThese dreams understand that some of ourThese dreams understand that some of ourThese dreams understand that some of ourThese dreams understand that some of our

frailties and almost all our faultsfrailties and almost all our faultsfrailties and almost all our faultsfrailties and almost all our faultsfrailties and almost all our faults

are the greatest gifts life will give us.are the greatest gifts life will give us.are the greatest gifts life will give us.are the greatest gifts life will give us.are the greatest gifts life will give us.

These are dreams that often miss the targetThese are dreams that often miss the targetThese are dreams that often miss the targetThese are dreams that often miss the targetThese are dreams that often miss the target

but always hit the tree, dreams that are morebut always hit the tree, dreams that are morebut always hit the tree, dreams that are morebut always hit the tree, dreams that are morebut always hit the tree, dreams that are more

interested in going in the right directioninterested in going in the right directioninterested in going in the right directioninterested in going in the right directioninterested in going in the right direction

than hitting any predetermined mark, dreamsthan hitting any predetermined mark, dreamsthan hitting any predetermined mark, dreamsthan hitting any predetermined mark, dreamsthan hitting any predetermined mark, dreams

that have egos larger than our own, dangerousthat have egos larger than our own, dangerousthat have egos larger than our own, dangerousthat have egos larger than our own, dangerousthat have egos larger than our own, dangerous

dreams that never have the usual number of parents.dreams that never have the usual number of parents.dreams that never have the usual number of parents.dreams that never have the usual number of parents.dreams that never have the usual number of parents.

These are dreams that leave the house of the soulThese are dreams that leave the house of the soulThese are dreams that leave the house of the soulThese are dreams that leave the house of the soulThese are dreams that leave the house of the soul

unlocked, dreams that set out with a list of properunlocked, dreams that set out with a list of properunlocked, dreams that set out with a list of properunlocked, dreams that set out with a list of properunlocked, dreams that set out with a list of proper

errands that somehow get lost along the way,errands that somehow get lost along the way,errands that somehow get lost along the way,errands that somehow get lost along the way,errands that somehow get lost along the way,

dreams that take the air out of your bones.dreams that take the air out of your bones.dreams that take the air out of your bones.dreams that take the air out of your bones.dreams that take the air out of your bones.

Your first urge will be to avoid them.  Don'tYour first urge will be to avoid them.  Don'tYour first urge will be to avoid them.  Don'tYour first urge will be to avoid them.  Don'tYour first urge will be to avoid them.  Don't

These are the only dreams that know the way home.These are the only dreams that know the way home.These are the only dreams that know the way home.These are the only dreams that know the way home.These are the only dreams that know the way home.

 Fredrick Zydek

DreamsThatDreamsThatDreamsThatDreamsThatDreamsThat

Scare Us SillyScare Us SillyScare Us SillyScare Us SillyScare Us Silly
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Our purpose is to raise individual and cultural appreciation for

the value of dreams by making available information that will assist

and empower you in taking responsibility for your personal/physical,

emotional, psychological and spiritual well-being, with the help of

dreams.

Our goals are to unite and serve individuals who respect dreams,

to empower dreamers in demystifying dreamwork and to assist

with the integration of dreamsharing into our everyday lives and

culture...in whatever ways of integrity are shown and given us. We

believe that dreams are agents for change and often reveal impor-

tant new insights about the life of the dreamer on many levels:

personal, cultural and global.

Recalling a dream is a signal that we are ready to understand

the information that has been presented. Helping you to learn to

understand the meaning of your dream—by journaling, studying,

sharing your dreams with others one-on-one or in groups—is our

primary mission and the purpose of membership in our esoteric

organization. Enacting or manifesting the dream's hint can bring

healing and personal empowerment.

We seek to provide a balance and to give all cultures/nations,

voices and schools of thought an opportunity to be heard. There will

be times when a particular area of interest will be given greater

emphasis than another because of that which is surfacing and

given the limited space in the print and Online Journal. The empha-

sis will change over time to allow for a wide range of ideas and

opinions to be explored and expressed. We invite you to indicate

areas of interest and questions you would like to see explored on

our website and in future issues.
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Ben SchnirelBen SchnirelBen SchnirelBen SchnirelBen Schnirel

Since 1986 Ben Schnirel has been a professional

landscape artist, receiving many awards including

the prestigious “Arts in the Park” national

competition. His work has appeared on TV programs

such as 60 Minutes and Good Morning America.

Ben paints, explores and lives in the red rock desert

of the SouthWest. He translates into oil and acrylic

the endless shapes and colors to be found in the

sandstone canyons and mesas there. He raises his

interpretive works beyond the level of realixm to a

poetic view of nature from a more remote period of

time.

      At age 22, he made a 30-day solitary vision quest

in the area where he lives and has his studio near

Moab, UT, alongside the Colorado River. His quest

took him into a then primitive wilderness of deep

canyons, mysterious rock formations and seldom

seen arches.

“The visualizaion and creation of artwork has been a

major part of my journey through life, recapturing

moods and places of inspiration and dreaming visions

never before seen.

      To me, painting is like sculpting on canvas,

building 3-dimensional forms using light and shadow

in harmoney with warm and cool colors.”

You may view Ben’s artwork at www.MoabArts.com or

contact him by

Phone 435-259-2386

Email DreamKey@frontiernet.net

PO Box 311, Moab, UT 84532
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       EditorialEditorialEditorialEditorialEditorial
Editorial Policy

     We invite you to submit

letters, articles, poetry, reviews

and artwork focused on dreams

and mythology designed to

inspire and educate our read-

ers. We accept articles from

every-night dreamers and

professionals, ranging from the

experiential to the scholarly.

 Typical article length is

approx.1600-2000 words.

A photo and art work to

enhance your submission is

requested. Artists wishing to

have their work considered for

our covers, please contact the

editor: Publisher @DreamNet-

work.net. Electronic/email, .pdf,

.tif or .jpg files are preferred for

text, ads, artwork & photos.

Please include SASE     with USPO

queries & submissions.

Dream Network reserves the

right to edit all material

submitted for publication; we

retain first North American

serial rights only. All copyright

reverts to the author/artist/

poet after first publication, with

the proviso that Dream
Network is referenced and

contact information provided in

secondary publication. We

retain the right to republish

materials submitted in future

issues or subject-specific

booklets and/or monographs.

We encourage you to list

your dream-related research

requests and ask that you

notify us of dream-related

events, services or books which

would be of interest to our

readers.

We are perpetually ‘Exploring

the Mystery,’ and invite your

Questions as well.

Drumming for Change
I have been moved to tears,

touched into the deepest

recesses of my heart and soul

by the articles and poetry

contained in this issue.

The wisdom, thoughts and

feelings—translated into

words—ring a wake up call and

sing in harmony like a chorus

of well trained voices. They

are, each and every one, a

masterpiece! I thank you, one

and all, for allowing me the

privilege of conducting this

symphony for you, our readers.

Jean Schul’s interview with

Stephen Aizenstat (p.11),

Rachel Norment’s Wake Up call

(p.16), Russ Lockahrt and Paco

Mitchell’s ongoing dialogue

(p.20) and each of their col-

umns, Dreams in the News

(p.30) and Dreaming Planet (p.

35).... convey messages of

hope as well as urgency.

Bottom line: Each of us must

take responsibility; something

BIG has got to give. We must

CHANGE.

Jung said (and I’ve used this

quote many times):

“In the final analysis, what

is the fate of great nations

but a summation of the

change in each individual.”

Appropriately, CHANGE is the

focus of our winter issue.

We ask the question: How

have your dreams stimulated

dramatic change... in your

relationships, your lifestyle,

your career. I’ll add here,

 in your life.

Consider sharing your

experience with us! And

submit your reaction to this

issue, pro or con, as a letter.

CHANGE is what we so

desperately need insofar as

the upcoming U.S. elections.

Though I always strive to be

objective in my stewardship of

this publication and keep

within the confines of our

subject-specific focus, there is

no room for objectivity nor

boundaries in this regard, in

my opinion. The buzz words,

colors and symbols make my

position and plea to you abso-

lutely clear. I am strongly

inclined to believe that most

of you agree with me.

Our contributors certainly do.

VOTE on November 4th and

work and pray each day

for a positive outcome!

On a lighter note and out of

the Blue comes Fredrick

Zydek, a dream poet par

excellance. Bask in the

brilliance and joy of each of his

poems, presented on pages 3,

26-27, and 45.

Enjoy the bounty and harvest

of Autumn.

Talk to you again during the

Holidays!

Yours, In Service to Dreams,

       Roberta O
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                    Letters, QuestionsLetters, QuestionsLetters, QuestionsLetters, QuestionsLetters, Questions

& Dreams& Dreams& Dreams& Dreams& Dreams

Our ‘Letters’ section is the
place for you to ask  Ques-
tions about dreams—yes,
even your own dream—and to
share your experience, inspi-
rations,  or critique.
You may  also  choose to  ini-
tiate a controversy  or debate!

Please send  your letters to:

LETTERS % Dream Network
PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532

Publisher@DreamNetwork.net

Honoring OurHonoring OurHonoring OurHonoring OurHonoring Our

Dreaming EldersDreaming EldersDreaming EldersDreaming EldersDreaming Elders

In Shared RemembranceIn Shared RemembranceIn Shared RemembranceIn Shared RemembranceIn Shared Remembrance

I know that Monte dwells in your

hearts, just as he dwells in mine...

just as he dwells in the hearts of

countless people I don't even know,

for whom he was a light, a gift, a

blessing.  I truly believe his remark-

able work, embracing the human

spirit, will grow and spread as a

force of healing in our world.

Through your work to extend the

gifts of dream work to so many

others, you've helped to strengthen

all that Monte stood for.

I have lost a very dear friend to

whom I am deeply grateful.  He has

enriched my life, my soul, my very

capacity for seeing, and I cannot

mull over a dream without an

awareness of Monte.  That myriad

ties have formed around the globe

through the sharing of dreams, is

as fitting a tribute to Monte as I can

imagine.  Let us keep up that

wonderful, hope-filled work in years

to come, with Monte's spirit close

at hand.

Deborah Hillman, Burlington, VT

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

My Tribute to MonteMy Tribute to MonteMy Tribute to MonteMy Tribute to MonteMy Tribute to Monte

When I listen to people's dreams,

Montague Ullman and his work are

with me.

When I work on my dreams and

with people on theirs, Monte's

training is deep in my heart.

When I think of the dream work

going on all around the world,

I know Monte has been there,

is there.

When I go to dream workshops

now, I bring Monte's reverence for

dreams and the dreamer with me.

How fortunate those of us who knew

him are to have been in his

presence and to have his presence

forever in our spirits.

Thank you, Monte.

Deborah Gordon-Brown

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

95 and still going strong95 and still going strong95 and still going strong95 and still going strong95 and still going strong

 Charles & Victoria de Beer

Any 95 year old person has many

a tale to tell. Charles de Beers’ story

starts with his growing up in

Belgium where the family spoke

Flemish, French and English. Due

to the economic climate at the time

in Belgium in 1933, when Charles

was only 15 years old, he decided

to travel to South Africa. Here they

had family who did have work for

him in the Belgium Congo in the

family business where he stayed for

20 years till war broke out there.

He returned to Johannesburg and

after the war he went back to the

Congo, that was renamed Zaire, and

worked in the import / export trade

for another 20 years.  He retired to

the South Coast and is happily

living out his years doing things he

enjoys. Charles de Beer is well

known for his interest in dreams and

their symbolism. He said, “I have

always been a mystic and just

always knew instinctively how to

interpret dreams.” It started with

the dreams of one of his mothers’

friends and gradually more people

started consulting him. He has been

doing dream interpretations for

people from all over the world via

the internet until recently, when his

eyesight started to fail him.  He has

written two books on the topic and

has been interviewed on radio and

TV. Charles enjoys good health and

still sings in a choir and recently

took part in the show that Mbango

Retirement Village put together with

cowboy and country songs.

Montague Ullman
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With his long white hair he looked

like an elderly cowboy character

sitting in his rocking chair on his

porch. He feels very fortunate that

he can still live independently in a

house in Umtentweni, cared for by

his second wife Victoria.

When Charles turned 90 all four of

his children, his 11 grandsons and

two great-granddaughters came out

to South Africa to celebrate the

event. This year it will be a smaller

gathering, but signifies a greater

achievement.

Heloise de Beer, Umtentweni,

South Africa

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Dream Network SummerDream Network SummerDream Network SummerDream Network SummerDream Network Summer

2008: Congratulations!2008: Congratulations!2008: Congratulations!2008: Congratulations!2008: Congratulations!

Congratulations on producing an-

other edition of Dream Network

Journal!  I'm honored to have been

a part of this issue, and very grate-

ful to Dream Network and all that

you do.

Namaste, Artemis, Seattle, WA

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Congratulations on an excellent

issue! I received my copy on

Wednesday and two days later had

read it from cover to cover. I think

this is an outstanding issue with

lovely tributes to Rita Dwyer and

Jean Campbell. I enjoyed the other

articles, also. I was especially

interested and pleased to find the

review of Sabine Lucas' book Past

Life Dreamwork. My husband and I

both have read it in the past few

weeks; I had discovered it at a

Barnes & Noble on our way to the

Haden Institute's Summer Dream

Conference in North Carolina in

June. I have had various dreams

through the years that I suspect

may be revealing past lives and was

especially interested to learn what

she had to say on the subject.

Rachel Norment, Charlottesville, VA

I haven't been in a dream group for

many years and the magazine

offers a chance to learn of others’

dream experiences. It helps me to

better understand the life-review

type dreams of an older adult and

in learning new aspects of dream

interpretation. Thank you!

Kenneth Elder, Austin, TX

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

I came across a recent copy of

Dream Network in my local book-

store and found it very interesting.

I especially enjoyed the review of

The Rarebit Fiend book that

recently came out. I’ve had that one

on my wish list for awhile as a

result.

    Anthony Owsley, Scottdale, GA

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Debra Won!Debra Won!Debra Won!Debra Won!Debra Won!

I would like to thank you for the

subscription to  Dream Network

Journal that I won. I am new to the

internet and your  site was one of the

first ones that I visited. Lucky Me!

I have been working  with my dreams

for about  six months and have started

a dream journal. I have  been

studying the Edgar Cayce material

on dreamwork but I am still having

some  difficulties in interpreting some

of my own dreams. So I have been

praying daily for  help and guidance

and “more info” on symbols and

meanings and-VOILA!!!  I won your

journal subscription. Synchronicity is

starting to work its chain through my

life.

    Thank you for being one of the

“links.” I’m looking forward to my

first issue.

Debra Michel, Fleischmans, NY
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Dreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming PoliticsDreaming Politics

What Are Our Dreams
Revealing about...

The Economy: Food, Shelter, Clothing

Global Warming/Hot House Effect

U. S. Presidential Elections

Pro Choice vs. Pro Life

Wealth Vs. Poverty

Natural Disasters

Precious Earth

Health Care

Peace

War
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Dreaming Humanity’s Path

One of the Last on EarthOne of the Last on EarthOne of the Last on EarthOne of the Last on EarthOne of the Last on Earth

 I stand in a dream at the edge of the world.

There, the last of us gather for hope or just a final moment,

be it in pleasure or penance. I finish my drink earlier than most

and stand alone outside the restaurant on the corner

of the last few blocks of humanity not already under water.

The final wave arises and I call to the others inside, but most do not seem to care.

A few came out to join me... and we watch the last moments pass.

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~ ~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~ ~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~ ~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

In another visionary dream:

I am walking down nearby Rodeo Drive. It seems unusually cloudy for such a warm

afternoon.  The noises to which I am accustomed had quickly silenced and I am a

little more alert than usual. a Even before the ground begins to shake, I know it is

coming and I sense I am not the only one who does.  I do not expect all that is to

come, for the shaking is only the beginning.  The streets become obscured by smoke,

then, suddenly flames reach up from beneath the asphalt to consume the unwary.

Many of us flee in all directions but none of us know what this is.

Earthquakes are familiar but this is something else.

With every turn, another street bursts into deep red fire.  The sounds of blasts from gas

pipes and other combustibles accompany the smell of sweet smoke and I feel sick.

Once I make it to safety and the panic begins to dissipate,

I am left only with a sense of awe as

I watch four blocks I know well smolder with plumes of smoke rising

as if the host of the underworld rose to fight the guardians of heaven.
These were short dreams, but filled with unusual surprise and intensity.  The panic and the awe

were real.  The images too seemed vivid and so believable I did not once assume I was dreaming,

despite the outlandish scenes I witnessed.
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Dream Tending and Story Telling
               An InterviewAn InterviewAn InterviewAn InterviewAn Interview

                         with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat     with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat     with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat     with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat     with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat
Stephen Aizenstat, Ph.D. is

the founding president of

Pacifica Graduate Institute,

a private graduate school

offering masters and doctoral

programs in psychology,

mythological studies, and the

humanities. Dr. Aizenstat is a

Clinical Psychologist, a Mar-

riage and Family Therapist,

and the creator of Dream

Tending, which is a method of

working with the figures and

landscapes of dreams as

“living images.” Dr. Aizenstat

regularly conducts Dream

Tending workshops; a calendar

of upcoming events can be

accessed at   http://

www.dreamtending.com. He

also has a DVD on Dream

Tending produced by Bison

Films and an audio CD series

on Dream Tending available

through Sounds True. His

book, Dream Tending, will soon

be released.

Jeanne: When I watch you dream tending, what fascinates

me most is how you shape-shift; the manner in which you

physically change your physical being as you listen to the dream.

I have witnessed you seeing the image, sometimes when it is

not even in the narrative of the dream. So, if you could speak

to that magical ability, I think it would serve anyone

attempting to work with dreams.

Steve: Not magical, but imaginal. When I develop an image-

centered relationship with the figures, by that I mean entering

their world on their terms, images come to life, present them-

selves, say, “Here we are.”  On the other hand, when or if we

meet the dream for the purposes of interpreting or analyzing,

then we’re going to bring our rational mind only into relation-

ship with the material or content of the dream. At that

moment, the visitation is lost, the actuality of its presence

disappears.  To witness the activity of a living image is a very

different mode of perceiving and therefore a quality of

relationship is needed. The “trick” is to meet the dream in the

way of the dream. When I bring a dream-like consciousness to

the dream then one thing happens, dreams come alive; and if

I bring a rational, analytical mind for the purposes of interpret-

ing the dream, then something else altogether takes place,

dreams become static. It’s not that interpretation or analysis

is bad, it’s just that my preference is to first let the dream

come forward to show itself as its Self, as an embodied

enactment; then, secondly, to bring my capacity for insight or

analysis. I think that is what you are most likely noticing.

It really is a different mode all together. It’s a mode of

perception that is anchored in an imaginal consciousness rather

than an exclusively logical, scientific mind.

by  Jeanne M. Schul
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Jeanne: How do you teach that or

suggest that people wishing to get

there begin the process?

Steve: There are four core skills that

I suggest experimenting with. One is

curiosity. When we get curious, we get

interested. Rather than jumping so

quickly to what we think the dream

means, we get curious and follow the

activity of the images and the figures

of the dream. Curiosity takes us to a

very different place altogether. The

second, along with curiosity, is a way

of listening. One way of listening is to

listen for the purposes of offering an

answer. So, we’re already rehearsing

what the answer or the response will

be before we have even listened fully

to what is being presented. When

tending dreams, it’s a question of

taking a deep breath, getting

anchored, and becoming receptive

and responsive: listening first and

allowing the conversation to emerge

out of the silence, rather than using

our active mind to fill the space.

Responsive listening is the second

skill. The third is to really pay atten-

tion to detail or particularity. Rather

than seeing each image as the same—

for example, the elephant, or even the

house as all being of one kind—

noticing how each image comes with

its particular distinction. When we

view every house or creature or

elephant or animal as the same we

go into a kind of explanatory system

and begin to categorize these images.

On the other hand, if we notice that

each house is different in its own de-

tails and that each animal or crea-

ture has its own particularity or

uniqueness or oddity, then we slow

down, take the time to watch and look

and carefully notice its particular

actuality. The fourth core skill is

patience. In order for images to re-

veal who they are, we must slow down

and be patient. With patience, images

will reveal what they offer from the

inside out. Working with these core

skills we get interested in the “visita-

tion” of the living images. We are

asking the question, “Who is visiting

now?” rather, than being hell bent on

determining, “What does this mean?”

Our insistence on “getting to the

bottom of things,” and finding the

“correct answer” or “meaning”

renders the image lifeless.

Jeanne: That’s a lovely way of

answering that question.

Steve: It’s similar to the artistic

process, I would imagine. When I

watch you dance, for example, one

way is to rehearse the steps and know

the choreography; and that’s wonder-

ful, helpful. Another way is to know

the choreography and then in perfor-

mance to allow something else to

move through and fill the body.

There’s a certain spontaneity that

goes with the discipline. It makes all

the difference. When you watch, some

people fil l the room with their

resonant quality. They originate from

a deeper source. Other people are

moving through the action but you

don’t have a sense of their depth of

presence. And the same is true, I find,

when working with a dream. When

we work out of the deeper sources,

something comes forward that

otherwise would not.

Jeanne: What is your feeling about

working with dream images to create

poetry, haiku, or dance?

Steve: Well, I think that the psyche

itself is poetic from the beginning. So,

there’s a poetics of psychic reality; it’s

not as linear or rational or literal as

we might imagine. Rather, there’s a

certain kind of poetry that’s always

going on. After all, the dreams, when

they come forward, aren’t in para-

graphs or sentences. They present

themselves in imagery, and often in

story, gesture, or sound. A certain

quality of metaphoric elaboration is

already a part of the enactment.

There’s a poetic quality from the

beginning. To meet the poetic psyche

in the way of a poem is very different

than to meet it as a literary critic, for

example. I think to appreciate that a

poetic quality is already a part of the

dream is to listen and allow the dream

to live in its own rhythm, its own

complexity, and its own intelligence.

It’s just remarkable to imagine that

every day there are a thousand

images available to depict any

particular dream motif. The dream-

ing psyche “chooses” a particular set

of images and after creatively

combining them, putting them

together, a story comes forward that

at first glance often makes no sense

whatsoever to the rational mind. Yet,

once you start listening with a poetic

ear, something altogether different

happens. It’s as if the poetry is

already there presenting itself for

those who have metaphoric ears to

listen and aesthetic eyes to see. And

like seeing through a looking glass,

each dream is multi-leveled like a

parable, commenting on circum-

stances of the day, on my life history,

and on the archetypal themes that are

running through it. In addition, it’s

picking up on images or expressions

from the world’s psyche or the world’s

soul. All that’s happening and can only

happen as a creative presentation.

Otherwise, every dream would be two

volumes of written narrative. Like a

great painting, it captures us and

opens us in multiple ways, which is

what I think dreams are meant to do.

They come forward and, when we

tend them, rather than interpret or

analyze; they engage our imagina-

tion. Like an extraordinary painting

or a great piece of art or a remark-

able piece of theatre or dance, dreams

resonate with poetic depth. That

which is to be revealed will become

known if we allow ourselves to take a

step back and allow them to work on

us as much as we work on them.

Jeanne: One phrase that has reso-

nated with me for a long time that

you often say is that “the body is

always dreaming.” Long before I ever
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started studying dreamwork, I was

using dance as a way of working with

my dreams, not to analyze or neces-

sarily even understand, but to make

the image alive for me. I just want to

hear how you are now with the idea

that “the body is always dreaming.”

Steve: I have a couple of ideas about

that. As I have suggested, I don’t

think dreams originate in our rational

mind. They originate from a deeper

source. One such source is the body.

When we experience an upset

stomach, or a place in our back where

we’re feeling tight, or the onset of a

cold or flu, or more seriously,

something like a cancerous growth,

the dreaming psyche is going to pick

up those symptoms and most likely

present them in the imagery of

dreams. On that level, the body is

always dreaming. So, when we listen

to dreams, we are always listening to

the body talk about itself in one way

or the next. On another dimension,

images themselves come with body.

They are alive and active and they

walk about. They breathe and have

presence and pulse. They certainly are

not incarnate like our bodies, but in

an imaginal context—in the world of

dream—they’re very interactive and

very embodied. In that context

embodied images have emotion or

feeling. It’s not only we who have

emotions in response to the image.

Images will come with emotions to

begin with and then in turn create an

affect inside of us. It’s simply a

different way of appreciating dream

and it’s not esoteric. It’s very “just

so.” When we take the time to listen

to dream or to watch the actuality of

the dream presentation, we see

images walking about affecting one

another—one figure impacting

another figure. Embodied images are

filled with emotions and feelings; and

they tend to evoke our response. We

then can allow our bodies to move

with gesture or even with dance to

greet the image. In a curious way, in

those moments we are interpreting

the dream—not through words or

through our mind-—but through our

bodies. We’re meeting the image body

of the dream with our bodies. That

kind of interaction I find quite

important and useful.

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

“I think that collectively,“I think that collectively,“I think that collectively,“I think that collectively,“I think that collectively,

however,  there is somethinghowever,  there is somethinghowever,  there is somethinghowever,  there is somethinghowever,  there is something

going on in the Deep Psychegoing on in the Deep Psychegoing on in the Deep Psychegoing on in the Deep Psychegoing on in the Deep Psyche

that knows somehow that thethat knows somehow that thethat knows somehow that thethat knows somehow that thethat knows somehow that the

global dominance of theglobal dominance of theglobal dominance of theglobal dominance of theglobal dominance of the

American Empire is coming toAmerican Empire is coming toAmerican Empire is coming toAmerican Empire is coming toAmerican Empire is coming to

an end. That’s what I would say.an end. That’s what I would say.an end. That’s what I would say.an end. That’s what I would say.an end. That’s what I would say.

I think the Obama phenomenon,I think the Obama phenomenon,I think the Obama phenomenon,I think the Obama phenomenon,I think the Obama phenomenon,

in some ways, is a response toin some ways, is a response toin some ways, is a response toin some ways, is a response toin some ways, is a response to

that grief. I think that thethat grief. I think that thethat grief. I think that thethat grief. I think that thethat grief. I think that the

political dreams of our daypolitical dreams of our daypolitical dreams of our daypolitical dreams of our daypolitical dreams of our day

have as much to do with thehave as much to do with thehave as much to do with thehave as much to do with thehave as much to do with the

process of dying as they doprocess of dying as they doprocess of dying as they doprocess of dying as they doprocess of dying as they do

with the desire for change.”with the desire for change.”with the desire for change.”with the desire for change.”with the desire for change.”
~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Jeanne: How about those dreams in

which—not people—but animals are

communicating with us?

Steve:  Our tendency is to interpret

the animal or capture it or dissect it

like you would a butterfly; put it in

the case and label it. The animal

means an in-law or the animal means

an aggressive creature like a boss

that’s overly aggressive or it may be

a partner who is overbearing. Our ten-

dency is to attribute personal  char-

acteristics to the creatures. There’s

probably some value to that, actually.

In addition, though, the animal has

its own reality, its own  autonomy, its

own independence, and its own

presence. In all the stories when we

follow the animal something out of the

ordinary is bound happen. When the

creature comes and you follow, we

find our way “back to Kansas.” When

ET comes, something “out of this

world” reveals itself. Animals forever

take us on a journey, are important

guides through unknown terrain, or

serve as important teachers. Some-

times they even come to us as

ancestral spirits. So, I always suggest

taking great care to listen to the

intelligence that lives in the animal

and taking the time to  follow the

animal. If you follow the animal,

something unexpected tends to show up.

Jeanne: You have a book coming out

quite soon.

Steve: Yes, in the first part of next year.

Jeanne: What can you tell us about it?

Steve: The book is called Dream

Tending, and it documents the

approach that I use with dreams. It

is woven around a personal story.

There are some personal reflections

about my experience and my relation-

ship to dream and how it has affected

my own life. There are many teach-

ing points. So, it covers the primary

ideas that anchor Dream Tending. It

talks about the concept of the “living

image.” The book has a full chapter

about tending nightmares. It has a

section about tending images as

medicines for work with physiological

aliments and illness. Part of the book

describes in detail Dream Council,

which is a way of sustaining relation-

ship in a long-term way with dreams.

And too, the book talks about the

World’s Dream, an eco-psychological

approach to dream work.

 In addition to the teaching points,

there is an experiential component,

so that people who are reading the

book will have an opportunity to work

with their dreams. There are particu-

lar exercises or methods that are

presented—tools that are embedded

all throughout the text that will help

people work with their dreams and

have an actual experience of what

tending to a dream is and how that is

different than simply interpreting or

analyzing a dream. When tending a

dream, there is an immediate corre-

spondence to the challenges
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presented by daily life.

In fact, in the book I have a section

on the practical applications of

working with dreams. I offer skills,

elaborations, and case examples of

working with dreams in the work-

place, in intimate love relationships,

in relation to money, and vocation.

So, there are a lot of practical

applications of how to work with this

material in relationship to issues of

everyday life.

Jeanne: How does the book play into

the huge following of people who have

taken the Dream Tending classes and

those who are interested but haven’t

yet participated?

Steve: The challenge of the book is

to do two things. One is to really put

a lot of what I’ve been working on for

now over thirty years in one place, so

that people will have a foundational

text or a touchstone out of which to

continue and sustain their practice of

dream tending. To work with dream,

to tend dream, is a life practice as

much as it is a therapy. It’s a way of

being in the world, oriented and

anchored in dream, in a relationship

to dream. So on one hand, I think it

is going to be very helpful and useful

for those who have worked with me

and worked with the art. In addition,

the book is written in such a way that

a person who has never been

acquainted with my work or has never

worked with dream will have an

opportunity to move through the book

gradually and find the methods and

the tools that they might find useful

in developing a relationship with a

dream. So, it’s really working on two

different dimensions at the same

time.

Jeanne: You also have a DVD out

now. My experience of it is that it is

very beautiful.

Steve: Yes. There’s a DVD—about an

hour long—and that’s about the

Dream Tending method and it depicts

it in visual form. Then, there’s a CD

series through Sounds True that’s just

been reissued. It’s a six CD set on

Dream Tending that provides the

methods and the tools and examples

and it’s in narrative. So, between the

movie and the CDs and now the book,

there should be a lot of information

as to how to work with dream from

this point of view.

Jeanne: Where do you think your

work will take you now that you have

this concrete piece of it complete?

Steve: I’m doing a couple of things

that I find most exciting. I’m working

with at risk teenagers, actually, work-

ing with dream and working with this

approach to dream; working with kids

that have been in and out of jail and

having a hard time with drugs, school,

or a really difficult time in family life.

Many of them are coming from juve-

nile hall, so you would not think that

dreams would be the medium that

would be useful. It is surprising, and

quite frankly, deeply satisfying to work

with a group of 20 or 30 teenagers in

each session who are pretty hardcore

by any of our standards; and yet, you

introduce image or you introduce the

idea of dream and imagination gets

ignited and we’re talking story and all

kinds of things start coming forward.

The liberation to engage the most

tortuous of feelings and life circum-

stances is remarkable. We are in deep

conversation for hours on end. So, I’m

very interested in doing more of that.

I’m also working with a project of the

United Nations, working with dreams

in relationship to international

environmental policy formation.

Bringing dream work to this initiative,

the development of an Earth Charter,

is instructive because with dream we

start at the place that honors

multiple perspectives. As we know,

embedded in the imagery of dreams

many points of view present them-

selves from the get-go. Dreams are

an under utilized resource and a little

known source of intelligence in the

world of diplomacy. We get so fixed

in our positions; and yet, when dream

or image or story comes forward,

we’re placed, at once, in imagination

and we’re looking at things from many

different angles. So, I’ve introduced

dreamwork into a number of forums

now: working with the policy

development and also working with

leaderships groups at this level.

What’s been gratifying for me is

bringing groups of people together

that otherwise would be in conflict. I

have found that dreams are a way into

what lives at the core of our

humanity. When dream work comes

into the room so does compassion,

understanding, empathy, and a

willingness to work through our

differences and find common ground.

Jeanne: One question that was of-

fered by the editor of Dream Network

Journal was any relationship you

might find between the dream and the

political environment right now as we

approach the election.

Steve:  I was just in Europe and

talking about the current presidential

election. I was offering lectures from

a depth psychological perspective

about Americans’ reaction to the war

in the Middle East. I was talking about

this in relation to dream. What came

back from audience after audience

was a powerful response to the po-

litical dialogue unfolding in the United

States. The power of the imagery is

vivid and vital. The interest, the curi-

osity, more importantly, the passion

that gets constellated around what is

happening in this country is being

experienced as nothing less than a

revolution of thought and mind. What

is being sparked is way bigger than

what most Americans can imagine at

the moment. And of course, that has

to do with the Obama phenomenon

and the presidential election. People

are responding strongly overseas, just

as they are in this country. I suspect
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it is similar to what happened when

the presence of Lincoln or FDR or even

for that brief moment Kennedy was

at work in the imagination. What’s

being evoked is a revolutionary im-

pulse. Folks were not telling me that

they were seeing Obama or McCain

as literal figures in their dreams, but

I have picked up, again and again, a

certain kind of rising tide of passion.

I’m not sure it’s linked only to this

particular election. It’s linked to

something else that is operating in the

Zeitgeist at the moment. On the one

hand, there are images of liberation

appearing more frequently in dreams.

On the other hand, images of grief

are also making their presence

known. I think they go hand-in-hand.

I think the new news is that in the

United States, in our psychology,

collectively, there tends to be a lot of

grief that’s coming forward as well as

the more obvious enthusiasm. Of

course, the dream images of grief can

be attributed to the war that seems

to be never ending, to environmental

concerns like global warming, or to

the worries about the impending

economic recession/depression, but it

seems much deeper than that. It

seems as if, in a curious way, in the

psyche of Americans, there’s a grief

over the Empire itself. We’re coming

to terms with the idea that we are

not any longer Number One on the

planet. That fall from grace, the idea

that other countries, other nations,

are emerging, and we, as the

dominant empire, are on the wane;

there’s a kind of grief that comes from

that. It creates a kind of numbness

or a kind of denial. And, of course,

when not fully conscious, then the

dreaming psyche will pick that up.

What I’m experiencing is not only

dreams of liberation and other corre-

sponding images of hope and desire

that Europeans and Asians are

having about America, but here in the

United States, I am seeing a lot of

imagery that depicts grief, dying and

death. Our first response is to literal-

ize these images. A figure dies in the

dream and we imagine an aspect of

our personality that’s dying or some-

body in our world is in ill health or

we’re dreaming of our own mortality.

I think, collectively however, that

there is something going on in the

Deep Psyche that knows somehow

that the global dominance of the

American Empire is coming to an end.

That’s what I would say. I think the

Obama phenomenon, in some ways,

is a response to that grief. I think that

the political dreams of our day have

as much to do with the process of

dying as they do with the desire for

change.

Jeanne: What else would you like to

share? What have we not touched?

Steve: About 30 years ago, when I

first started working with dreams,

dreaming was very popular. Working

with dreams was a popular phenom-

enon. I think it started all those years

back with Carlos Castaneda and lucid

dreaming, going back years now.

There was a kind of curiosity in the

interest of dreams. It was all the rage.

Dream books were selling as soon as

they hit the shelves. The field of Depth

Psychology was coming forward

through the Human Potential Move-

ment. The work of Jung was begin-

ning to take hold in this country and

other places. The mythology of Joseph

Campbell became popular. There was

a kind of move toward imagination

and dream. Over the last ten or

fifteen years, much of the popular

interest vanished. People were not as

interested. But in the last year or so,

there seems to be a resurgence of

fascination in dreaming and in the

imagination in general. The imagina-

tive processes are again capturing the

curiosity of so many people.

   Everywhere from Oprah to late

night radio, we’re beginning to hear

people talk about dream and getting

interested in dream. As I travel

around the country, workshops are

much more highly attended. So, I

think there is a renaissance of

interest at the moment.

What I advocate is that people get

into small dream groups. I know that

for a long time that was frowned upon

and people thought it was best only

to work with dream one-on-one. But

now, more than ever, I think there’s

a kind of a call back to the earlier

times in human experience where

people gathered together in small

groups and talked story and talked

dream. We all don’t need to be

psychoanalysts or trained therapists.

It’s just okay to sit and tell about our

dreams, to let the dreams get to know

one another. The fear is that we are

going to hurt each other; we’re going

to get overly psychological. But if we

don’t intrude or we don’t impose or

we don’t leverage dream, we can just

simply listen to each other’s stories.

People have been doing that for

thousands and thousands of years.

I think it’s a way of making contact.

It’s a way of accessing imagination.

It’s a way of guarding against the era

of too much programmed information

and too many video screens. When I

watch my kids and others kids, they’re

in screen time so much of the time

that they (we) lose contact with the

spontaneous imaginative process that

is indigenous to each of us. If

nothing else, talking dream opens up

story and evokes imagination. I think

it’s a wonderful thing to see the

return of an interest in dreams and a

return to an engagement with the

dreaming psyche. ∞

The interviewer, Jeanne M. Schul, first met Dr.

Aizenstat at a DreamTending  workshop, which

was so inspiring that she immediately signed

up for his professional training program. Then

began her doctoral coursework in Depth

Psychology at Pacifica Graduate Institute. She

is now writing her dissertation focusing on Cre-

ating Dances from Dreams. She can be

contacted at   jeanneschul@gmail.com
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Coming On

David Sparenberg 6 August 2008

And it shall end in this:

The never ending fertility

of the dream of God

and the promise filling the fields

of holy prophesy.  For we

in the companionship

of the awaited—of one coming on—

shall eat at the banquet of our preparations.

And the one will be invited

to sit here

and be among us.

That day shall be called

Abundance.  And that night

Deliverance from the Apocalypse

of manmade evils.  And the world

with the one at the center of

the everywhere from

now until always will dance.

Dance as people dance

around a tree of fire

that does not burn but

shines with joy.  With life.

 With liberty.

When the one who is awaited comes

and you find your face

within his face

and your heartbeat

living inside his heartbeat

as entwined as lover’s breath;

when the angel that he brings

bears your name as

clearly inscribed as his own

and the animal at his side

walks peacefully

in the shadow of your footsteps;

then will the Earth Revolution begin

like a child

awakening at the onset of morning

(a Dawn Child)

and green will be as red as gold.

And that which starts

prayerful in a whispered word

swift as lightning

or as wildfire consumes

not but bitterness

and the lusts of exploitation and war.
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Natural disasters have been

much in our thoughts the past

several years. They are frequently in

our dreams. How do we interpret such

dreams?

Dreams can have multiple meanings

and layers of significance. They can

be bringing to consciousness one’s

deep inner concerns about activities,

relationships, and emotions in our

personal lives. At the same time they

can be speaking about worldwide

cultural, economic, and environ-

mental issues. At times they may be

warning of possible future events.

In my dream journals, I have found

dreams relating to various natural

disasters, beginning with some of my

earliest recorded dreams. Some

describe great flooding or massive

snowstorms; others describe

struggles to survive after some

major, but undefined disaster has struck.

In 1994:

I am living in a small village or

community with my family. Some

Help Save Our World
©2008 by Rachel G. Norment

kind of natural disaster strikes.

The whole community becomes

buried under water or a blanket of

something—maybe a blizzard of

snow. We are very fearful and worry

about our families and friends.

Somehow some of us survive, while

others die. Either the water recedes

or the snow melts and we begin

looking for survivors. I don’t find my

daughter anywhere. I look and look

and can’t find her. I drive out into

the countryside—into a valley

searching for her. The dream ends

or shifts before I find her.

In 1998, I had a dream that began:

I am in an institutional setting. We

learn a major natural disaster is fast

approaching. There is no point in

trying to leave. We just need to find

the safest place within our building.

What do these dreams mean? Were

they warnings? Expressions of

personal concerns? Both?

These and many other dreams

pointed to unconscious feelings of

being threatened. By 1998, I was

conscious not only of my personal

concerns but also of a collective

concern about the potential dangers

resulting from global warming.

Six years later, in 2004, the dangers

had not gone away. Two dreams the

same night cried out to be noticed.

The first dream:

Apparently something drastic has

happened and my family and I are

told that we will have to move. The

news bearer is apologetic, saying he

understands this will be quite a

strenuous undertaking for us.

I agree that it will be, but I’m

resigned to the inevitable. I begin

thinking of the need to take only a

fraction of our belongings in the move.

Next I’m standing on a hillside

looking skyward and see a huge

transport plane overhead. I’m

concerned by how low it is, as it

goes from my right to the left. I can

see that the plane lands somewhere

below, perhaps beside a highway,

Let’s Wake Up
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not at an airport.

Then, as my family and I drive

down from the hill, we see many

people standing out on surrounding

hillsides looking up expectantly,

wondering what is taking place,

seemingly waiting for something.

We circle around and stop on a level

area part way to the valley, then

get out and stand watching and

waiting, as are the others. I get the

feeling that we are waiting for some

‘authority’ to appear below to make

pronouncements to the multitudes

that are waiting there.

I awakened with a feeling of unease,

almost an ominous dread, but I man-

aged to go back to sleep; then five

hours later I awoke from this dream:

My husband and I have gone into

some hotel in an unidentified place

to await the arrival of a group of

people. At first I’m thinking this

group is part of my family, but

when they arrive it’s obvious they

are unknowns. A woman and at

least two men walk into our room.

The woman sits on my bed, then

gets right up and hastily walks back

out. The men follow her and we

follow them. As we come up to

them I overhear conversation

between the men and I catch the

word ‘infinity.’ I become concerned.

I call my husband to me and tell

him I’m worried and ask if he heard

what the men were talking about.

Did he hear the word ‘infinity’?

Yes, he heard and he immediately

says it’s their word for the end of

the world. This is exactly what has

worried me. I take it to mean that

they belong to a group that is

involved in secret affairs, perhaps

something we have read about. I’m

alarmed and don’t want to have

anything to do with them. After I

hear my husband’s response,

 I leave and return to our room.

The first dream of this night recounted

a displacement of people similar to

what happened during Hurricane

Katrina, even to evacuation by means

of large planes. Was it a warning of

something that could happen in the

future? The dream occurred nineteen

months before Katrina.

The second dream did not spell out a

particular catastrophic event. How-

ever, it did point to a deep unconscious

fear, one that was  growing in my con-

sciousness, of a possible end result

of a crisis we are facing.

When I studied my dream journals, I

recalled that these two dreams came

during a period when I was experi-

encing some stressful health issues,

but nothing as drastic as the scenarios

of these dreams. The dreams might

be simply exaggerating the anxiety

feelings or expressing feelings of lack

of control in my personal life. But

maybe I am also alarmed about our

collective crisis.

Six weeks later I had this dream:

Other people and I have been

preparing to travel somewhere,

evidently on foot. We are told that

things are going to become ‘impos-

sible’ and some people are giving

up. I’m thinking we should at least

try to leave and go to a safer place.

I tell a female friend I see we

should begin our journey; we

should try to go as far north as

possible. As we begin walking, it

begins to rain. We see two people

lying on their backs on the ground.

They have just given up, thinking

it’s no use to try anything to pre-

vent whatever might occur. I wake

up, feeling this was an awful dream.

It had a feeling of doom, perhaps of

the impending end of the world.

I believe the import of these dreams

goes beyond the personal level. They

seem to be speaking of one of the

most serious problems our world

faces, the consequences of the

damage we humans are inflicting

upon the environment.

One of my earliest recorded dreams,

back in 1972, told of living under

difficult conditions after a major

disaster.

Life is not as we know it now.

There must have been some major

disaster. People are scattered and

having to live under ‘survival’

conditions. I am in a small building

with people I don’t know. I see the

need to be organized concerning

jobs within the building for survival,

for rationing and using the food we

have. I try to get the other people’s

attention to tell them of this need.

But they are noisy and won’t listen.

We have trouble with various

stragglers coming by and wanting to

cause trouble. There is also danger

from strange animals.

In 2003 people were still not

listening in my dreams:

I’ve gone to some building to get

out of stormy weather. I find lots of

other people there. Someone may

question why I’m there. I say I’ve

just taken refuge from the weather.

I receive a phone call from someone

I don’t know. The person has heard

of me and is begging me to warn

other people about an impending

disaster. I ask what s/he is talking

about. The person says it’s what

was in the newspaper and it will

happen in two days.

I then remember seeing the item

referred to. After getting off the

phone, I turn to people near me and

try to tell them what was said.

No one wants to pay any attention.

But in fact it is urgent that we all pay

attention.

In 2003, the world had just experi-

enced the widespread effects of the

Asian tsunami, caused by an under-

sea earthquake. Shortly before I had

this last-mentioned dream, P.M.H.

Atwater, researcher and author who

has written extensively on near-death

experiences, reincarnation, and

related phenomena, wrote in an area
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monthly newspaper the following:

“The island of La Palma in the

Canaries north of Africa is sepa-

rating—three more feet of recent

date. An eruption would cause

half of the island to fall into the

Atlantic Ocean, creating a tsunami

wave that would devastate the

entire eastern seaboard of the

United States, not to mention

areas in Canada, Europe, and

other countries.”

Was this the article I’m referring to

in the dream?

With the breaking off of glaciers and

the melting of snow fields worldwide,

we will see a rise in sea level that is

predicted to flood seaports and

coastal areas worldwide in the

coming years. This would have the

same effect as the potential tsunami

Atwater mentioned.

So far, the economic and political lead-

ership in the United States has not

taken the threat seriously enough to

take the necessary steps to avert this

catastrophe, or even to plan how to

deal with the situation if it happens.

Individual and national greed and

desires for short-term     benefits and

pleasures derived from the damag-

ing environmental practices blind us

from seeing the greater long-term

suffering.

Al Gore points out in his book An

Inconvenient Truth the dangers

facing the world due to global

warming. He is quoted on the back

cover of the book:

“In order to face down the danger

that is stalking us and move

through it, we first have to recog-

nize that we are facing a crisis. So

why is it that our leaders seem not

to hear such clarion warnings? Are

they resisting the truth because

they know that the moment they

acknowledge it, they will face a

moral imperative to act? Is it

simply more convenient to ignore

warnings? Perhaps, but inconve-

nient truths do not go away just

because they are not seen. Indeed,

when they are not responded to,

their significance doesn’t diminish;

it grows.”

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~
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Recently a growing number of people

and world leaders have finally begun

to pay attention. We are hearing calls

for going “Green.” As I write this,

Britain’s prime minister is announc-

ing that a “Green Revolution is in the

making.” We need to take all possible

measures to halt and reverse global

warming and its serious conse-

quences. It is my hope that our next

governmental leaders will make this

one of their top priorities.

Is it too late to avoid all the disasters

that are potentially impending? We

are seeing some of them now—

typhoons hitting Japan, earthquakes

in China and elsewhere, floods in the

U.S. Midwest, wildfires in California,

and devastating hurricanes such as

Katrina. This makes it even more ur-

gent that we accept differences be-

tween groups (local and world-wide),

put aside conflict and war-making,

and work  together to provide for the

basic needs of all. If we don’t, we will

sacrifice a viable world for selfish and

petty gains. Let us listen to the wis-

dom of our dreams and act with heart-

felt compassion to protect and pre-

serve our planet earth and all its life

forms.

I believe, as does dream analyst

Jeremy Taylor, that all dreams come

to help us in some way. He states that

no dream—not even the most terrify-

ing ones—ever come to say: “Nyeah,

nyeah, nyeah—you have these prob-

lems and you can’t do anything about

them!” This means that the

dreammaker—the divine within us—

believes that if we take seriously this

all-important problem, there are

things we can do to prevent a catas-

trophe. We must work together to

eliminate toxic substances from all

areas of our environment and to find

new sustainable and environmentally

sound resources, while maintaining

the ecological balance of nature, even

if it means sacrificing personal and

corporate gains.

I believe the dreams I’ve shared are

saying, “Wake up, everyone,

before it’s too late!” There’s a

crisis in the making. Let’s work

together to save our world. ∞

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Rachel Norment, M.A. in Art Education, is

a watercolor artist and dreamwork facili-

tator certified through the Marin Institute

for Projective Dream Work in California. She

is also a facilitator with the Healing Power

of Dreams Project of the International

Association for the Study of Dreams of

which she is a member. In her book Guided

by Dreams: Breast Cancer, Dreams, and

Transformation she reveals how knowledge

gained through dream interpretation

guided many of her decisions during treat-

ment and recovery from breast cancer and

how the experience inspired her own spiri-

tual and personal awakening. She may be

reached at rgnorment@embarqmail.com.

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

This article is adapted from three columns

written by Norment and published in a

Charlottesville, VA, area monthly newspaper,

Echo, in 2004. 2005, and 2006.
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Paco Mitchell: Last time you said,

“The eventual discovery—or actually,

rediscovery—of dreams (which has

only just begun) will be as monumen-

tal for our fate as the discovery of fire

was in the early days of our becom-

ing human.” Can you say more about

this “rediscovery” of dreams and what

it might mean collectively?

Russell Lockhart: Well, the audac-

ity of that statement when reflected

back to me is alarming! But then

intuitions are frequently alarming.

One knows the truth in one’s bones,

but then trying to convey that truth

to others is about as easy as trying

to show someone your living skeleton!

However, here are some things

embedded in this idea. The first is

centrality. Dreams will become once

again ever more central and crucial

in individual and collective life—in

spite of all that animates against this

process at the present time. Imagine

a collective life at all levels informed

and led by dreams! Almost impossible

to imagine, but I believe it’s coming.

The second is continuity. At present,

our experience of the reality of psyche

is terribly discontinuous— dreams are

disconnected from our daily life,

synchronicities are separated so as to

seem unrelated, we experience our

own dream life as not connected with

the dream life of others, or with the

world. But, at bottom, we are all

linked by a kind of rhizome layer.

There is the appearance of disconti-

nuity only because our consciousness

“dips in” from time to time and there

is much that works against dipping in

at all. But the future will bring the

discovery that we are all connected

at the rhizome level, that the full story

of our dream life and the dream life

not only of others but of all things is

accessible there. The third is circula-

tion. I think of the image of Aquarius

here, the Water Carrier, which I

imagine as individuals immersing

themselves in the rhizomic layer and

“bringing back,” that is, telling in

words and deeds or in other ways,

the “story” of  what was experienced

there.

PM:  I can imagine lots of different

forms of public telling: books, articles,

poems, songs, plays, films, confer-

ences, rituals, dream-groups,

discussion-groups, etc. But private

telling as well—dreamsharing

between couples, friends, parents and

children, with strangers, and so on.

Is there a fourth aspect?

RL: The fourth is what I think of as

coming—and I mean this in all its

senses. We have hints of a climax of

some inordinate dimension coming.

While futurists such as Ray Kurzweil

see that “the singularity is near,” and

argue that it will be technology that

ushers in “the Great Coming,” I think

rather it will have more to do with the

advent of “the Coming Guest,” that

spirit of the future foreseen by

(George Russell, the Irish poet) and

by Carl Jung. I think people far and

wide are experiencing what I call

“inchoate anticipations” of this

singularity in their numinous dreams

and synchronistic experiences. What

is it that will be born from this

orgasmic singularity that all of

humanity will experience? I tend to

think that our consciously directed

visions will fail us and that we will

need to look with a more welcoming

spirit to art and dreams to even

begin to get a sense of what is coming.

PM: This resonates with what I came

to in “Dreaming Planet” (Dream

Network Journal Volume 26, Numbers

3 & 4; Volume 27, Number 1), where

I expressed the hope that—if enough

of us pool the wisdom we sometimes

encounter in our dreams—a new jolt

This is the second in a series of excerpts from an ongoing

dialogue between Russell Lockhart and Paco Mitchell.

The first dialogue—and what prompted this exchange

between them—is published in Dream Network Journal/

Spring 2008. Volume 27 Number 1.
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of evolutionary energy may work its

way into consciousness in time to help

humanity shed its skin and manifest

whatever is trying to be born. What

you say brings to mind this dream

from the early 80s, which may be an

example of what you are calling

“anticipations.”

In the first part...

American military planes are

returning from battle and they are

dirty and dilapidated. They all turn

into one large commercial airliner,

likewise dirty and dilapidated,

which subsequently crashes.

Out of the wreckage rise four large,

 iridescent, translucent spheres.

They are named: Gold, Silver,

Zephyr and Harmonium. They stop

in front of me. I feel they have

some intention in regard to me.

I go into a building and tell a

dignified, authoritative woman

what I have seen. “Yes,” she says,

“people are working on that

(i.e., the four spheres)

all over the world.” The fourth

sphere is somehow associated

with the image of a tree.

    RL: You know, when people

hear dreams (or read them), they

invariably ask, “What does this

mean?” This, I believe, is a disrup-

tive question. A more circulatory re-

sponse would be to attend to what

hearing the dream arouses.

“Understanding” the dream is not

nearly as important as following the

hints the dream generates. That is

what I call the Eros function of a

dream and in that regard dreams are

more like stories to be continued than

objects to be put under the

microscope of understanding. You had

that dream some twenty-years ago or

so, and even then, there is that clear

image of people working on the

spheres all over the world. Many

people are working in isolation I am

sure. What a difference it would make

if more people knew of this!
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PM: Here’s a more current dream that

seems to work along the same lines:

  A foundry has been setup in an

outdoor location. The terrain is

sloping and uneven. People are

lined up in a long, serpentine

column, waiting for their sculptures

to be cast in bronze. Each person

has made one piece. To my

surprise, I am free to wander

around observing without hin-

drance. I walk over to where the

metal is to be poured, the “crucial”

area where the “crucible” is used.

As the first mold is being positioned

for pouring, I see a very large

hydraulic/mechanical arm swing

toward the pouring area. It crashes

into the mold and breaks it.

Nevertheless, it seems,

in the confusion, that the first mold

has somehow been poured. The arm

is holding a slightly tilted crucible.

I see the molten metal inside and

can tell that it is beginning to

crystallize, which means that there

is not much time left to carry out

the remaining pours. If the metal

gets too cold, it will stop flowing

and will solidify inside the crucible.

Suddenly, though, the first broken

mold falls away and I see a per-

fectly round, polished bronze sphere

(in realistic terms of a rough cast-

ing, this would be an impossibility).

It is a stunning sight. My impression

is that there is a relationship

between the breaking of the mold

by the “large arm” and the para-

doxical perfection of the resulting

casting, i.e., the perfect sphere

emerges from “out of the wreckage.”

RL: Imagine, everyone with their own

individual sculpture! What a contrast

to the current craze of near viral

mimetic duplication where everyone

wants to be like someone or

something else.

PM: Imagine how many other similar

dreams are being witnessed each

night by the “planetary dream

brigade,” and what a spectacular

benzene-ring those dreams would

form, if only they could be brought to

light. Hopefully, we can bring some

of them forth “before the metal freezes.”

RL: Yes, your dream has a sense of

urgency and I see this same sense of

urgency in many dreams of this

nature.

PM: I recall Jung referring to “the last

fifty years of civilization” just before

he died in 1961. That puts his time

point around the same 2012 that is

so much the object of focus now. We

don’t have forever to carry out the

transformations implicit in the dream.

Yet, to say that the situation is

urgent doesn’t necessarily mean we

have to “speed things up.” In fact, the

opposite may be true. There is that

Zen story where the Master addresses

his monks: “There are many urgent

tasks that we must attend to, and little

time. Therefore, we must slow down.”

RL: Precisely the quality that is near

extinction, but so vitally needed now.

Only then would we be able to

experience “the joy that dwells far

within slow time,” as the poet John

O’Donohue tells us in A Blessing for

One Who is Exhausted, a poem that

might just be the necessary medicine

for the exhaustion one hears as a

wailing lament everywhere these  days.
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PM: “Lament” is a good word for it. I

can imagine the world‘s symptoms—

both on personal and environmental

levels—laments for the loss of “slow-

time.”

By the way, Russ, can you say more

about the idea that synchronicities are

so separated as to seem unrelated?

RL: Synchronicities impact us so

strongly because, for a brief moment,

the “veil” that normally hides what

Keats called the “penetralium of

mystery”—that rhizomic layer I

referred to earlier—is pulled aside and

we have a momentary glimpse of our

fate. These encounters range from

invoking only mild curiosity to the

most profound, stunning, even life-

altering experiences of the conjoin-

ing of  two “realms” of life. But

synchronicities are not isolated

events. There is a theme or motif,

some “thread of destiny” that links

synchronicities together, as if periodi-

cally we stepped into a darkened

theatre to witness the play going on

there and tried from these momen-

tary and periodic glimpses to “make

sense” of them. It is hard, some times

near impossible. But there is a play,

a story, going on behind the veil—

of that I am convinced.

PM: An example?

RL: I was a kid about 8 years old,

horsing around with my Cub Scout

buddies on a mountain trail. At one

point, I lost my footing and began to

tumble down, was getting pretty

bashed up, when suddenly I “saw” a

huge owl in the sky and its speech

penetrated me: “Grab the tree.” I

smashed into a small tree, breaking

my fall, and held on as the owl

instructed. That tree was the last thing

in my way before going over the

precipice and my certain death. This

is synchronistic because of the

conjunction in time of two realities.

That owl saved my life. But all

synchronicities have an “intention.”

So, I must ask, “What for?” Since then

there have been many synchronici-

ties involving owls... in dreams,

visions, and real owls as well. I feel

as though I was inducted or initiated

into... into what? When I look at these

synchronicities across all these years,

now I see they form something like

stepping stones, a story-path if you

will. I think this is what you are point-

ing to as well in your articles in these

pages, on the way dreams reveal

one’s destiny and fate. And you know

how “animated” (as if animals were

somehow involved) synchronicities

have become between us since we

began this dialogue.

PM: I’ve also been thinking about all

these remarkable synchronistic

events we’ve been experiencing on

both sides of our exchange. In

particular, I’m intrigued by the owls.

I’ve never dreamed about owls, to my

knowledge, until recently. I still think

there is a connection between the owl

and the heron (my totem animal, so

to speak). In myth, the heron is

definitely associated with dawn

whereas the owl is largely nocturnal.

But then why did I once see a heron

fishing at 1:00 AM on a cloudy,

moonless night? I learned from an

optometrist that herons have a

tapetum lucidem—a layer of

reflective cells at the back of their eye,

like all nocturnal creatures: owls,

mice, cats. Seeing into the dark–what

a gift! The planet has been spinning

since its inception; every creature is

conditioned by diurnality. Therefore,

we’re programmed for light and dark

phases—above all, the animals, who

were here long before humans. They

carry so much more history than we

do, and still they seek us out in our

dreams and synchronicities, appar-

ently for the purpose of dispensing

their evolutionary wisdom, teaching

us the value of seeing into the dark.

Your early “tumbling” experience

shows what life-savers they can be.

Maybe someday we humans will

remember just how vitally important

they really are to us.

RL: Jung decried the loss of the

animal spirit and felt it had a lot to do

with the loss of vitality across the

whole dimension of religious

experience. The animals went the way

of dreams in formalized religions, so

the animals took up residence, as it

were, in the dream world.

PM: Yes, the dove of Aphrodite, the

eagle of Zeus, the owl of Athena, the

heron of the Egyptians and Greeks,

the phoenix of the Romans—all

virtually subsumed by the dove of the

Christian Holy Spirit. But then the Holy

Spirit itself has been subsumed by the

Materialistic Spirit that has become

the world’s religion. Where did that

Holy Spirit as Paraclete go? Into the

unconscious. And now it is pressing

and forcing its way into consciousness

through whatever cracks and

channels are open to it: accidents,

injuries, dreams, synchronicities, drug

experiences, meditation, prayer... ec-

stasies” of all kinds.

RL: Yes, those are all places of

“inchoate anticipations” of what is

coming, what cannot be held back.

PM: In my opinion, humanity has

reached a crucial choke-point, a

funnel through which everything that

will happen in the near future must

pass. The amplitude of time that

allowed the Egyptians, the Greeks,

the Romans such leisurely elabora-

tions of their myths is foreclosed to

us. The funnel, like a venturi, or even

a tornado, accelerates our experience

of time to a disorienting degree. Our

new myth will be born out of

compressions of time and space such

as we have never seen before. The

best, most hopeful comparison I can

think of is the compounding of heavy

elements in the heart of an exploding

star, or perhaps, in more earthly

terms, the subterranean mystery of

diamonds.

RL: Sounds like something we should

dream on, Paco.

. . . to be continued.
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Recurring DreamsRecurring DreamsRecurring DreamsRecurring DreamsRecurring Dreams
and Their Messagesand Their Messagesand Their Messagesand Their Messagesand Their Messages

by Ann Sayre Wiseman

    L    L    L    L    Like an inner observer,
the recurring dream situation is
offering you a metaphor for the way
you have learned to conduct your life.

A metaphor is a symbolic way to
recognize a problem that is too close
for you to see, or too on-target for
you to accept as your truth.

Dreams are wonderful helpers. You
owe it to the dream to take it one
step further; translate the metaphor,
use it as a warning and a guide. Here
are some examples:

1. The Pilot had recurring dreams that
terrified him: He was coming to the

end of the runway again and

again and he could not get his

plane off the ground in time. He

was headed for disaster. Seeing
the dream as a metaphor of his
modus operandi, he realized that the
dream was telling him that the load
he is carrying in his life is too heavy
for the capacity of his limited strength
and the time he allows himself to
succeed is much too short if he
continues like this he understood he
was headed for a heart attack.

2. The woman whose husband left her
had recurring dreams of... being

stuck half way up a ladder that

had absolutely no support. The
dream showed her... holding a child

in either hand, paralyzed with

waiting and unable to balance or

get down. The Metaphor showed her
that the waiting position she was in
was impossible. She had to take
charge, teach the oldest child how to
climb down by himself, return to the
ground where together they could
create a support system.

3. The man who suffered paralyzing
panic attacks when he was stressed
said he often had recurring dreams
of... being stuck in a hole

surrounded by reporters who did

not help him. He said he was too

small and wasn’t allowed to get

out without permission from the

nurse. Those details from his dream
alerted him to the fact that something
from his childhood was the origin of
his paralysis. He suddenly remem-
bered when he was three he had his
tonsils out and was terrified by a big
nurse that told him if he moved he
would die. Fear and stress still caused
panic attacks that paralyzed him. This
dream was a realization that gave him
a chance to befriend the inner child
and find an antidote to the early
terror.

4. The traveler who dreams...he gets

lost and cannot find his home,

hotel or people to help, looked at
the metaphor and realized he is so
goal oriented that he lives like a blind
man, doesn’t bother to register the
reality of his whereabouts or even
acknowledge his surroundings, so he
often feels lost.

5. There are so many dreamers who
dream... they are to be tested and
they are either unprepared or never
knew the answers. The metaphor may
shed light on more details but the
basic readings of the metaphor to
consider is why they are allowing
themselves to be put in this situation.
They have not learned to defend the
fact that the test they face is not
appropriate or it is unreasonable.
When we feel stuck in the helpless-
ness of childhood tests it is time to
take charge, improve your negotia-
tion skills, strengthen your self-de-
fense and consider the possibility of
being in the wrong job or relationship.

6. The man with recurring dreams of
desperation woke... in the act of

throwing his wife from the car. He
was so terrified he could not see the
metaphor, his life was so out of
balance all he could was to push his
wife out the door. But that would only
re move his feelings of desperation
for one moment, what he needed was
to stop his speeding car and get HELP
immediately.

7.  People who dream of... the baby

or the dog or some helpless

dependent never getting fed are
usually looking at a metaphor for
some infant needy aspect of them-
selves that craves nourishment or
care. It is easier to attend to the

projected infant than to look inside
or attend to that starving part of
oneself.

8. The girl who said she often
dreams... she is always driving

without a steering wheel,
wondered how that was possible. As
a metaphor of her life position, she
realizes that her mother was the
steering wheel and she had no
control of her own life.

9. The handsome young school bus
driver dreamed... he had no breaks

and was headed for a crash. He
said the bus had no breaks but the
metaphor suggested that he had no
breaks and warned that his reckless
behavior with the young girls, who
trusted him, was surely headed for a
crash if he didn’t watch where he was
driving them.

10. The Nun said she had recurring
dreams of sacrifice and one day she
dreamed that... all her orifices were

plugged into the church and she

didn’t exist as a woman or even

as a person. The message she got
from this metaphor was that it was
her choice to unplug her ears, her
mouth, her vagina, her life... and see
if she could take charge of the life she
really wanted, now that she had
discovered that psychotherapy could
help her find herself.

11. One woman had recurring dreams
for years that... she heard a crying

child in her house. She said she

spent the whole night looking all

over her house and could never

find it.
While working with the metaphor, she
realized that the only place she had
never looked was in the bathroom
mirror. There she found the crying
part of herself that wanted to be an
artist and was still waiting for the
promise she had made to herself
years ago.

12. The woman who dreams
constantly that... she is back in the

classroom and hates teaching,

begs to quit but her husband

cannot hear her. Even though she
gave up teaching eighteen years ago
she continues to dream she is back in
the hateful situation. The metaphor
showed her that when her husband
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Dreaming Humanity’s Path

A Dream Within a DreamA Dream Within a DreamA Dream Within a DreamA Dream Within a DreamA Dream Within a Dream
In my dream...

I wake up suddenly with a feeling of panic. I’m on a single bed with white sheets and the room is small

with one light bulb burning. It’s an attic room. The room has sloping walls and very dark wood. In the

dream... I wake up and sit straight up as I awaken and my heart is pounding very fast... but I can’t open

my eyes. My whole body is alert except my head is groggy. I reach for the door

and—in my white nightgown—I run down the stairs and into the street. I’m in a European city,

 running on gray cobblestones and the rain is pouring down.

I feel like I’m missing something but I’m still groggy and so I’m stumbling through the streets.

I’m searching for something. I finally come to a large, large church, with very high wooden doors.

I burst open the doors and I look forward up to the altar. It’s very long, like 50 meters. At the front of

the altar, there’s the baptismal font where they put the baby’s head and there’s a ring of black hooded

men standing around it. They’re performing a ritual but I can’t see what they’re doing.

Finally, my mind clears and at the same time the black-hooded men

turn to me and they’re holding up a dead baby.

They’ve just drowned the baby. They turn to show me the baby

and I feel absolute dread, terror because I realize what it is I have forgotten.

I wake up the same way I woke up in the dream: sitting straight up.

I said in my head when I was fully awake, “See what the church has done! “

Inside and Outside the ChurchInside and Outside the ChurchInside and Outside the ChurchInside and Outside the ChurchInside and Outside the Church

I am sitting at a long wooden table at a church across from a lady with long curly hair.

At first we are talking then I focus on her eyes, and her eyes turn glossy like that of a cat. Her eyes start

off dark then they reveal that her soul is evil. The power of her wickedness causes me to fall back in my

chair. When I fall back, my spirit tells me to get up quickly, because she is about to attack me.

My body is facing her as she is coming after me. It is as if we are elevated in the air

as she is attempting to attack me. As she comes closer, I start to pray.

I pray that she could not hurt a child of God. I start to cast her out in the name Jesus.

Still she comes after me! Then, I start speaking in tongues, my spiritual language,

and she backs off. I remember when she was coming after me,

she was trying to bite me with razor sharp teeth like that of an animal.

My dream then takes me outside the church. There are a group of ladies talking. I tell them that

there is evil at this church. I see the pastor of the church I attend now. He is wearing the leadership

clothes the people at our church wear. I see a lady that actually goes to my church. She is on the other

side of a white line. I warn the pastor not to cross that line. I warn him that on the other side

of the white line is where evil is. He laughs it off, takes his hand out of his pocket,

crosses the white line and says, “What white line? This one?”  ...Laughing, he continues to walk off.
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can’t hear her needs, she feels her
life is a sacrifice or self-punishment
for the needs of others. If things were
to change, she had to risk standing
up for her needs and stop waiting for
approval or permission to quit doing
what she hates.

13  The woman who often dreams she
is mentally disabled, dreamt... she

was locked in a psych ward “at

the mercy of ruffians” who were

robbing her life. Details like that
help locate the problem: the
metaphor showed her that ruffians
where only children. It was up to her

to change the “ward,” discipline the “ruf-
fian,” create boundaries for herself and
a better environment to live in.

14. This woman had recurring dreams...
of a beached whale and the

waters are receding. While work-
ing with the metaphor she confessed
that she has been the Captain of her
ship teaching big groups of bright
people how to ”Chart your own
course.” “Now I am no longer teach-
ing, I see that I am like the beached
whale and—like a sailor living on
land—I am off course, starving with-
out my second mate, with no purpose

in my life. I must return to deeper
waters and “chart my own course.”

(We often teach others the things
we need to teach/learn ourselves.)

15  This woman had recurring dreams...
of careless, disgusting over

flowing toilets. She was convinced
the dreams were telling her about the
state of the world. The toilets of the
world are not functioning properly. But
working with the details of the dream
as a metaphor of her life, she had to
consider what needed to be flushed.
What was a toilet seat that was too
low to the floor? When do we experi-
ence low potty seats with no privacy,
no dignity? In childhood of course!
When we are in the infant position
waiting for others to clean us, we have
no options. As a metaphor she had to
look at this first as a personal
statement. She had no options, no
privacy, no dignity; what was she
going to do about it?  Before trying to
change the awful world situation, she
needed to take responsibility for
giving herself more privacy, more
dignity, and more options.

16. The woman who often dreamt
that... she has discovered new

rooms, new doors, sacred spaces

used this metaphor as a permission
to enlarge her possibilities, give
herself some new dimensions, an of-
fice of her own, a studio, a job that
has more possibilities and delights.

17  The woman whose recurring
dreams showed her as an Olympic

skater “who can skate on lawns

and hotel rugs”... looked at this
metaphor and realized her Olympic
prowess was good in all kinds of
indoor places: “carpets and rugs.” She
realized this was a confirmation of her
abilities and as a therapist, this might
expand her practice and offer her a
new clientele.

Consider recurring dreams as urgent,
life-changing alert messages from
some sort of inner observer that has
wisdom and insights to offer us when
in sleep and dreaming. The fact that
they come again and again tells us
that we do not listen. When our day
mind is turned off in sleep, our blind
spots are open to the deeper wisdom
of the big picture and the possibilities
that our unconscious observer can see

us more clearly. ∞

Visit Ms. Wiseman’s website at www.annsayrewiseman.com

Recurring Dreams Cont’d from page 23Recurring Dreams Cont’d from page 23Recurring Dreams Cont’d from page 23Recurring Dreams Cont’d from page 23Recurring Dreams Cont’d from page 23
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Dream RelDream RelDream RelDream RelDream Rel

Tapping the Dream TreeTapping the Dream TreeTapping the Dream TreeTapping the Dream TreeTapping the Dream Tree

Sometimes the sap from this tree

is like maple syrup.  It takes a lot

of time, effort and brewing before

the thick sweetness comes into its

own.   Some are like rubber trees.

What they produce bounces back

no matter how hard we try to hit

them out of the field, over the fence

and out of our lives.   Well beaten

paths lead to some trees  while

beautiful shadows, often of our

own making, keep others so well

hidden it is difficult to find them.

Certain of these trees live so high

in the mountains of the mind, they

bear fruit only a few times in their

lives.  You must study The Book

of Where to find them.  Worry

they may lead you onto the road

of Armageddon but pray they will

show you the way to get back home.

 Fredrick Zydek
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lated Poetrylated Poetrylated Poetrylated Poetrylated Poetry

Imaginary WorldsImaginary WorldsImaginary WorldsImaginary WorldsImaginary Worlds

Sometimes they come in dreams,

places where men fly and birds

articulate in grand opera, places

where water runs uphill and rain

comes in a variety of flavors.

I enter some from the back door.

I could be driving out to the farm

or headed to the coast.  Suddenly

rainbows can compose music

and earthworms discuss politics.

I’ve entered worlds where fear

and chance come in many colors;

opportunity and freedom give off

fragrances thick as fog; pearls

form in the roots of moss and gnats

know more about communication

than a house full of Polish aunts.

Who would believe the messages

carried by bovine and flies, the songs

beings shaped like roses sing,

or the clear possibility of the wind

when it wears winter in its hair?

Dare I tell you how predictable

they’ve become, how ordinary?

       Fredrick Zydek
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Awe and amazement shot

through me the first time I saw Monte

Ullman work on a dream. It was the

year the woman I was in relationship

with fell in love with another man and

moved out. First I threw out the bed

and all the furniture we’d bought to-

gether. Then, in the beautiful big

empty front room to my Chelsea

apartment, I started up the Dream

Community of New York. I thought if

I could bring together people who

connected on the level of dreams, the

bonds would be meaningful, deep,

lasting... and we could grow into a

community. It started out as a big

weekly dream group that was free and

open to all. Every week I phoned

around and found a different outside

leader. One group member came who

introduced us to the Monte Ullman

method. I’d never heard of Monte and

learned he lived just north of the city.

Some months later when I needed a

leader, I phoned and asked him to

come lead us. By then the Dream

Community of New York had put out

its first newsletter. I spent every

penny I had sending out newsletters

all over the world. Monte Ullman had

somehow gotten one and said he liked

my lead article, “Dreams as a

Subversive Activity.” He said he

agreed with what I said about dreams

and with the grassroots network of

free dream groups I was endeavor-

ing to bring about. He said he’d be

glad to come down and demonstrate

his process. What a difference it made

when he led the group himself!

He phoned some months later and

invited me to his upcoming dream

group leadership training weekend.

He made it clear I was to come for

free, as his personal guest. I took the

train up along the Hudson to Dobbs

Ferry, where he waited at the station

with his car to drive me to his home

on the forested mountain in Ardsley.

Off and on, for the next two and a

half decades, the trek up to his

Ardsley leadership training weekends

was my spiritual pilgrimage. If I came

in the door with a check written out

to him, he handed it back to me.

Through his every insight ran a

professional brilliance, an intellectual

subtlety and a psychological astute-

ness that was as uncanny as it was

accurate. With dreams, he was

inimitable. He stood head and

shoulders above any one else. It

was mesmerizing to be in the room

with him when he worked.

He was a real master.

  He was a quiet and thoughtful

man, slow to speak. He weighed

each word and phrase before

uttering it and often paused to

gather his thoughts before

proceeding. His every utterance

was tightly structured, edited and

concise.

In Monte’s leadership training

groups I was at first wild and

ungovernable, like a mustang that

had never been corralled and saddled.

Over time—and out of my enormous

respect for him—I struggled to  mas-

ter what I understood as his “rules.”

The way I worked in his groups early

on irked Monte to no end. He didn’t

like that it took me so many words to

say what I had to say, or that I had

so very much more to say than

others and took more than my share

of the group’s time to say it. Yet, he

kept inviting me back and always

refused payment. If he came down

to the city he phoned ahead to invite

me out to lunch. He told me over and

over again, in somewhat of a

helpless voice,

“You’re not good in the group, Bill.”

From the bottom of my heart I

worked—and still work—to follow

Monte in every particular when it

came to dreams, for the simple

reason that everything he said and

did with dreams accorded so exactly

with my own experience with my own

dreams. What I did require, though,

was the freedom to do his process in

a way that was authentic to me... one

that sprang from my own history and

came from the center of my being.

To be real and to have fire in working

with dreams, I knew, had to rise up

out of one’s own depths. We needed

to find and to be ourselves in order to

master Monte’s experiential dream

group method. Only this could make

a group electric, give it that spark it

needed to jump with life.

It was after I came to Taiwan, and

began leading my own dream groups

here, that I came to see that much of

what I’d taken to be Monte was actu-

ally a subtle and substantial part of

the process. Somehow he had

managed to put into the experiential

dream group—in the most apt way—

those very features of his personality

and his style that were most

effective with dreams and that we all

love the most.

     Montague Ullman
  A Personal Reminiscence  A Personal Reminiscence  A Personal Reminiscence  A Personal Reminiscence  A Personal Reminiscence

by William R. Stimson
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The experiential dream group requires

a heightened considerateness for the

dreamer and for everyone in the

group. It has nothing to do with

showing off one’s own brilliance. It’s

more important to back off enough

to let the dreamer and the group have

the space they need with the dream.

There’s a quality of listening, a kind

of quiet—a meditative but attentive

waiting—that is required to allow what

the dreamer wants from the process

to come forward and take

control.There is really quite a bit more

than initially meets the eye in this way

of working with dreams that Monte

gave us, and I continue to learn more

each time I lead a group; I can see

how it might take a lifetime to

perfect one’s leadership skills.

I phoned Monte more and more

frequently from Taiwan to confess all

this. Our connection deepened and

became more intimate. He was

excited at the work my wife and I are

doing here to bring his process into

the university curriculum; he was

thrilled my wife translated into

Chinese his book, Appreciating

Dreams. He told me I should start

doing dream group leadership

trainings and I did. The more I did,

the more I learned. The more I

learned, the closer I became to Monte

and the more I appreciated his rare

qualities. It touched me how delighted

he was every time he picked up the

phone and heard me on the line.

Toward the end of his life, I phoned

every month or so. Shortly before he

died he came out with a sentence

about me and dreams which surprised

and astonished me so much that I

grabbed for a pen and jotted his words

down on a scrap of paper. It was the

first really nice thing he’d ever said

about me.

   In fact, a quarter of a century

before, the very first time I phoned

to ask him down to lead a group at

the Dream Community, he indicated

something along the same lines.

“How can you know that?” I asked.

“Because I read your article in the

newsletter,” he replied in the tone of

someone stating the obvious.

When he came down to my apartment

to lead the group those many years

ago, he seemed thrilled to meet in

person the proletariat visionary whose

article he’d read and be led by him

into an empty room filled with

common people seated around on the

floor, eager and excited to work with

dreams. He couldn’t help but have

glimpsed at that moment the vindi-

cation, the living proof, of everything

I later discovered he himself had

written about the huge grassroots

potential of dreams to transform society.

    Monte saw what none of the other

dream professionals could, not just

because he was of a higher caliber,

but because he himself was every bit

the visionary. And in his sweet, quiet

way, every bit the rebel, as I am—

only more so.

 Raised by a Jewish mother pushing

him to become a doctor, he slipped

away to experiment on the sly with

séances. Indoctrinated in medical

school with scientific materialism, he

never lost his fascination for and

belief in what was invisible to science,

beyond its ken and out of its reach. A

practicing psychiatrist trained in

psychoanalytic theory and in the

interpretation of dreams, he did the

unthinkable and devised a simple

group method of working with dreams

that dispensed with theory and even

with psychiatry.

   What professional audacity to

remove dreams from the keep of the

privileged expert and give them back

to the dreamers themselves!  What

astounding genius to dispense with

dead theory and glimpse that every

dream was its own theory of who the

dreamer was at that moment!  What

true visionary scope to grasp the truth

that ordinary people with no special

training could untangle their most

complicated dreams and benefit

immensely from doing so!

Montague Ullman’s greatest contribu-

tion, though, was who he was. He

could see a person as better than they

were because he had it in his power

to ease—or in my case to hack—away

everything that stood in the way

until that person really was what, all

along, Monte could see they were. He

had this wonderful faith in all who

came to him. Even those I myself

couldn’t believe in, he believed in and

I have no doubt his belief transformed

them to one degree or another.

   I was certainly the most challeng-

ing student he ever ran up against.

From the day he met me, it took him

the whole rest of his life to help me

become what I am. By the time I fully

realized what he’d done, and before I

got a chance to thank him, he’d died.

This great man is sorely missed, not

just by me but by countless others—

especially in the north of Europe I

believe—where his process took root

to a much deeper extent than it ever

did in the United States.

I’m on my way to the Dream Group

Forum of Finland next month and

anticipate that after all these years,

thanks to Montague Ullman, I may

finally discover in faraway Scandinavia

the dream community I set out

looking for so long ago. ∞
~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Dr. William R. Stimson is an adjunct Asso-

ciate Professor in the Department of So-

cial Policy and Social Work at Taiwan’s Na-

tional Chi Nan University where, with his wife,

Dr. Shuyuan Wang, he co-teaches a course

on dreams. This course has no lectures, uses

no textbook, and demands no study. Every

four-hour class meeting starts with an

hour’s open discussion of student’s ques-

tions and then turns into a three-hour

Montague Ullman experiential dream group.

Everything the students learn in this course

about dreams, they learn from working with

their own dreams. William R. Stimson’s writ-

ings can be found at   www.billstimson.com.

Montague Ullman’s writings on dreams can

be found at http://siivola.org/monte. e-mail:

billstimson@mac.com
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by Russell A. Lockhart, Ph.D.

DREAMS IN THE NEWSDREAMS IN THE NEWSDREAMS IN THE NEWSDREAMS IN THE NEWSDREAMS IN THE NEWS

SSSSSleep? leep? leep? leep? leep? A good night is three-four

hours max, then up and into the

day before it’s light. Battle with

snipers, or bombs, mines, or with

each other. Boredom’s the worst.

Back in compound after dark, eat

fast, clean the weapons, check the

gear. Then, you know what? We

get two-three hours of war games

on the Xbox. No, not kidding about

that! Command thinks it keeps us

sharp. In zone, they say, we’re

ready 24-7. A long sleep just don’t

fit into that. Luxury, they say, and

plenty of time for that when you’re

back home. One good thing about

it though. Not sleeping much keeps

those god-awful dreams away.

Man, a good night’s sleep is just a

few blank hours.

This little snippet is pieced together

from articles and interviews focused

on sleep problems in combat soldiers

returning home from war in Iraq. It is

not an exaggeration to say that one

of the big casualties of war is normal

sleep and dream processes. In a high

percentage of this population (by

some estimates one-third or more),

the dysfunction becomes more or less

permanent.

Jia-Rui Cong, a Los Angeles Times

journalist, titled her review of the

returning soldier’s plight, “When Sleep

Is the Enemy.” From what the soldiers

say, it is not sleep itself that is the

enemy, but what happens there: the

recurrent dreams and nightmares—

particularly those that replay the

horrific scenes actually experienced.

As one soldier said, “It’s just as

troubling in the dream as when it

happened in reality.”

To avoid sleep many veterans will stay

awake using all available means until

they simply crash from delirium.

Others, take the opposite course,

using drugs or alcohol to obliterate

themselves. Many suffer from REM

behavior disorder, which means that

instead of the general musculature

being paralyzed during dreaming, the

dreamer is able to move and flail

about in response to the intense

imagery resulting in injury to them-

selves or their sleeping partner. The

available treatments are only

minimally successful and often only

for short periods before the major

symptoms recur.

One soldier said ruefully, “I gave up

my tranquility, as many of the other

warriors did, so the rest of America

can have theirs.”

Yet, for the majority of Americans,

there is no tranquility either. As

William Dement has concluded from

his years of sleep research, “We are

a sleep-sick society.” It is clear now

that sleep and dream deprivation

interferes with the necessary

restorative processes available only

from sleep and dreams. This contrib-

utes to the increase in inflammatory

processes that underly all major dis-

ease substrates. The epidemic of

obesity and much of the obsessive-

compulsive nature of our waking lives

likely begins in the deprivation of

sleep and dreams.

Why do we rob ourselves of sleep and

dreams?

    Recent research shows that

performance can be increased by

more than 50% in even the most

demanding tasks by the simple act

of taking a 30-minute nap early in

the afternoon. CEO’s have been quick

to catch on to this for themselves and

for their major employees. Imagine

an enlightened policy in the military

and other cultural institutions that

made room for adequate sleep and

an afternoon power nap!

Don’t hold your breath.

When DreamsWhen DreamsWhen DreamsWhen DreamsWhen Dreams

Are the EnemyAre the EnemyAre the EnemyAre the EnemyAre the Enemy
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Sleep itself has restorative proper-

ties, but dreams are not just idle

stories in the night. Recent research

shows that people perform much

better at solving problems previously

worked on when they have had

dreaming sleep. Even more: those

who have dreaming sleep do better

in solving problems that are com-

pletely new. This works for memory

as well. Thus, something happens in

the dreaming brain that does not

happen in the waking brainsomething

important, something essential,

something fundamental. What it is

has not yet been discovered.

A hint from recent studies indicates

that evolution played a significant

part in organizing our information

collecting process during the light of

day, but deep processing of it was

reserved for dreaming sleep in the

darkness of the night. To go against

these deep processes means most

likely that all levels of health—

mental, emotional, physical and

spiritual, and even cultural, are

going to be degraded.  If we do not

honor and respect our biological

necessity for deep sleep and for

dreaming we are going to pay a

severe price as a culture. And not just

our culture. The World Health

Organization, looking at data world-

wide, has shown that sleep depriva-

tion (and the resulting loss of

dreams) depresses the immune

system to such a degree that they

are going to label such deprivation

carcinogenic on a level with tobacco,

asbestos and other industrial pollutants.

This suggests that perhaps the

simplest way to begin controlling

health care costs is a national

campaign to insure that everyone

gets enough sleep and dreams. But

even more, such a phenomenon—if

it reached an effective density in the

general population—would likely

unleash a major generation of

creative and productive energy that

would be  beneficial at all levels...

individual and collective.

There is no constitutional right to

sleep and dreams and I can’t

imagine there ever will be. But the

biological imperative can be overrid-

den only to a certain degree by our

machinations to treat our earthly

body much like we treat the earth

itself. Biology strikes back, just as the

earth strikes back... and when this

happens we fall into a literal danger

that is beyond constitutions, beyond

politics, beyond human control.

Sounds like Hell in the making.

Our warriors are telling us that sleep

and dreams have become an enemy.

But I fear that, as is often the case,

what we see in the extremities of war,

reveals what is at the heart of our

culture.  Thus, if our leaders lie to

us, it is only a mirror of our lying to

ourselves. When leaders believe their

own deceptions, it only mirrors the

self-deception at work in the larger

body of the collective culture. When

freedoms and values (both cultural

and economic) are destroyed by self-

serving leaders, the mirror reveals we

are collectively complicit. But some-

where in the night, dreams will tell

the truth, confronting us with the

need to have ears that will hear and

eyes that will see and a will to make

friends and not enemies of sleep and

dreams. For this we need courage and

encouragement.

No amount of technical innovation,

no degree of pharmaceutical magic,

no degree of focus on symptoms will

work if we miss the crucial fact that

sleep is our deep root to life, and

dreams our deep source of the

creative image. That is the deep

medicine our sleep-sick society is

achingly in need of... yet which is  so

far from our general awareness.

It’s time to truly wake up, by

encouraging sleeping and dreaming

a priority necessity in our   individual

lives, and as a primary value in our

collective world. ∞
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This is Patricia Garfield’s dream from her journal dated 3/9/79, and also contained in her new book called,

Mourning Dove Dream Poems:

I am with a group of professionals at a conference. We are discussing various aspects of dreaming.
Several people have spoken earlier of the symbolism involved in “leaving”, referring to leaves dropping from a

tree. Zal and I are seated on chairs at the front. All of us are eating. I stand up and say,
“We’ve talked about ‘leaving,’ I’d like to discuss the concept of ‘branching.’ I’ve had several dreams in which
there was a growth. There was a woman’s head and from it grew branches, almost like antlers, but many,

more and more, each subdividing until it grew very thick, dense.”
I describe more and more, feeling invested and excited. I finish with a flourish and there is a slight pause as the
head person, to whom I’ve mainly addressed the remarks, gets up and ducks under a kind of table top in front of
her to get more food. Meantime, Zal says to me, “You did that really well,” and kisses me on the cheek. People
get distracted with the arrival of more food and begin to eat. I don’t get any response other than Zal’s. This is
frustrating but I still feel good from expressing myself. They are now distributing various kinds of cake. By the
time they get to the table where I am now, there are only a few wedges left. I express a preference for one type
but don’t think I get it. There are several pieces on one plate, some to be shared with a blonde girl next to me.

 I just begin to eat without waiting further. One piece of cake is rather like crushed pineapple. I eat what I want.”

“The Branching Woman”“The Branching Woman”“The Branching Woman”“The Branching Woman”“The Branching Woman”
Dream Painting by Brenda Ferrimani, for Patricia Garfield.

Dream Inspired ArtistryDream Inspired ArtistryDream Inspired ArtistryDream Inspired ArtistryDream Inspired Artistry
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Brenda’s comments:Brenda’s comments:Brenda’s comments:Brenda’s comments:Brenda’s comments:

In July of 2008, my painting of Patricia

Garfield’s dream, “The Branching

Woman,” was part of the “Dreams

Without Borders” Art Expo, marking

the 25th Anniversary Conference of

the International Association of the

Study of Dreams. It was a phenom-

enal experience to be in Montreal with

dream professionals from all over the

world, and to be included among an

amazing group of talented artists!

On the night of the Art Reception, I

patiently waited as all the winning

artists were presented their Nancy

Richter Brzeski Dream Art Awards in

front of an audience of both English

and French attendees. My painting

was not to be eligible after winning

last year, but before I could become

too sad, my name was called to be

honored with a new type of award,

the first of it’s kind: A Dream Analysis

of Artwork with a Gestalt Therapist.

I was very honored and thrilled, yet

at the same time a part of me

wondered, “What is this award,

really? Perhaps they all think I’m just

a little off my rocker and in need of

some serious therapy.”  The award

and its therapy was gladly accepted—

after all it wasn’t the first time I’d  re-

quired a session—and because know-

ing myself deeply has been the

driving passion behind my art work

for years. I’ve explored dreams with

this motive with great rewards. My

experience is always personal regard-

less of whose dream I’m retelling on

canvas. How could it not be? I

became excited and eager to work

with this therapist who would help me

understand more about my own

experience and the “Branching

Woman” inside me.

My appointment was with Layne

Dalfen, author of Dreams Do Come

True and host for the IASD confer-

ence. Immediately I felt comfortable

with Layne. She’s very knowledge-

able, yet warm and natural in her

manner. She explained that her dream

work style was eclectic. We would look

at the painting from many angles

using Gestalt, Jungian and other

methods.

We began by my retelling the dream

in my own words and then I was asked

to give definitions and to make

associations. I described what I was

trying to express, “I wanted “Branch-

ing Woman” to have the feeling of

being in a regal procession or even a

fashion show.” Layne asked, “What is

a fashion show like?”  “Well, it’s highly

publicized, important people come

and see the latest creations. Being

new and different, some of the

fashions may look strange or outland-

ish. It’s a visual banquet,” was my reply.

We further discussed the feelings of

being on stage, of being judged and

the competition during a fashion

show. Almost immediately, with

Layne’s guidance, I began to make a

bridge between what I had painted

and what had been recently happen-

ing in my life. (My artwork had been

featured in a 4 page article of the

Boulder News, and my home open to

art appreciators for two city-wide

studio tours.) I caught myself saying

that my “style” of painting has not

been in “vogue,” but lately it has been

getting a lot of attention and acceptance.

I reflected back to Patricia’s dream

and remembered the love and encour-

agement felt in the dream after she

stood up and shared the vision of “The

Branching Woman.” “Has anything like

this been happening in your waking

life?” Layne asked. It occurred to me

that over the past year I had moved

to a new community where several

other professional artists also have

studios. Two women artists in particu-

lar had embraced me as a friend,

showing great admiration for my

dream art paintings. Then it struck

me that the three golden leaves in

the left corner of painting were the

three of us! I thought I had added

this golden detail only to give balance

to the composition, but not so.

My beautiful new friends had been my

unconscious inspiration.

Next we discussed the antler-

branches. I had used a bull elk as my

reference. This choice, together with

leaves falling and autumn colors,

meant for me the time in mid-life

when so many women come into their

full power. Also, I noticed a resem-

blance between the antler-branches

and a brain with both right and left

hemispheres. In my conversation, I

mentioned Patricia Garfield, and other

amazing women of her time, who had

made it “fashionable” to be intelligent.

This may be true, but at the same

time I was casting a big bright shadow

that needed to be recognized in

myself. Owning my own “braininess”

and being helped to know at last that

it is OK to show it in public was an

insight that will change me forever!

Layne further inquired about the two

small stubby horns right above

“Branching Woman’s” forehead. “Do

you have anything to say about that?”,

she asked. “She looks a little devilish

doesn’t she?” I admitted, “She’s a

little Pan-like, I think.” I had desired

to create in “Branching Woman” a

mystique... something not quite

human, but archetypal. Yet, even

being conscious of this, the archetypal

energies that had been channeled

were a surprise to me!

We talked about Pan as a mythical

creature. I described him as “a freak

of nature, half human and half

animal, playful, musical, charming

and seductive. He was the god of fer-

tility and very much connected to cre-

ativity. It’s the raw, sensual energy I

need, but with which I often feel

uncomfortable. 

Thinking about Pan reminded me of

my recent interest in the movie “Fur”

starring Robert Downey Jr. and

Nichole Kidman. The movie was an

imaginary tale of famous photogra-

pher, Diane Arbus’ unconscious life,
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and what made her the unique artist

she was. When I viewed the movie a

few months ago, I was captivated and

touched to the point of tears several

times! A freakish man covered in hair

moves into her apartment house and

she is instantly attracted. She spends

time with him to take his portrait and

begins to fall in love with him. “She

blossoms through her relationship

with this man,” I tell Layne, making

an important connection for myself.

Something about the love affair with

the beast-man (in the movie) relates

to my own life in a very powerful way,

and has unconsciously manifested

through the Pan-like horns of the

“Branching Woman.”

In my earlier years, allowing my

creative muse to take me anywhere

was forbidden. With a fundamental-

ist upbringing, many subjects were off

limits and considered “of the devil.”

Deep inside I always had trouble

accepting this, knowing creativity can

not be limited in this way, so I’ve

always liked to peek (when I could)

at the forbidden! Now, sharing my

inner visions and my dream art feels

like introducing to the world a freak lover.

Lastly, I told Layne that it was my

conscious wish to make the head of

Branching Woman prominent in the

painting and to make the body blend

in with the background, because in

the dream language “there was a

woman’s head”—no mention of a

body. I wanted to stay true to the

dream as far as possible. Layne asked

me to talk for the head and say why

it needed to be prominent. “I have

many thoughts that need to be

expressed, theories and ideas, and I

wish someone to listen to me,” was

the head’s reply. From this I discov-

ered a real “headiness” to my work,

and a need for balance. The body

needed to be heard more. What was

my body saying lately? “Pay atten-

tion to me more! Give me good,

nutritious food, move me, notice me!”

I have always freely admitted that I

am more at home in my head than

my body, but I didn’t realize it showed

in what I painted.

How do I feel about “The Branching

Woman” now after so much consid-

eration? I think she’s so amazingly

transformative. She was a powerful

image before. Just standing in her

energy enlivened me, and caused my

life to expand in many wonderful

ways. But now, the deeper meaning

revealed through my session with

Layne Dalfen, has increased my

appreciation of all aspects of myself.

The light and the dark are not only

acceptable, but vital and relevant to

the artist I am becoming. My inner

perspective has been adjusted toward

balance, bringing me even closer to

a fuller expression of who I am.

I am currently building a body of work

called Amazing Women’s Dreams,

which, when completed will be the

basis for an art exhibit. These dream

paintings will be a contemplation of

questions like: What do amazing

women have in common? What are

their dream experiences like? What

muses guide them? Have any of their

dreams influenced a major life change

or redirection? What demons have

they confronted? Patricia Garfield is

the third amazing woman in this

series. “The Branching Woman” is the

dream she gave me for this project.

My next project will be painting a

dream given me by Candace Pert, a

world renown mind-body scientist,

author of “Molecules of Emotion” and

featured in the flick “What the Bleep

Do We Know”. ∞

Visit Ms. Ferrimani’s website at http://www.brendaferrimanidreamart.com Visit her new online store for

dream/art gifts. Dream T-shirts, mugs, journals, decor and more! http://www.cafepress.combferrimani
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Dreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming PlanetDreaming Planet

Reflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on DreamsReflections on Dreams

in a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Agein a Transitional Age

Wisdom  in DreamsWisdom  in DreamsWisdom  in DreamsWisdom  in DreamsWisdom  in Dreams
PART TWO

by Paco Mitchell

AAAAAnyone who cannot feel the

subtle intensities and shifting pressures

of the whirlwind coming our way must not

be paying attention. For centuries we have

sown the wind, heedless of the conse-

quences, and so we continue even today.

But the whirlwind we stand to reap will

surely come at its own convenience, not

ours. Do we have enough time to undo

the damage we have wrought, to “unwind

the wind”? Is that even possible?

Different people respond differently to the

human prospect. Some believe we are

overdue for a global awakening and spiri-

tual renewal. Others foresee the final

collapse of civilization. A fervent faction

of Christian Rapturists expectantly await

the return of Jesus in a cloud. And a great,

indeterminate number of people inno-

cently assume that the future will simply

be like the present, only with more gadgets.

“The great problem of our time is that we don’t know

what is happening to the world.” -- C. G. Jung

“They sow the wind, and reap the whirlwind.” -- Hosea 8:1-14

Nevertheless, the forces and magnitudes
shaping our future are so great, and the
power of individuals to influence events
seems so small, that an appeal to the wis-
dom in dreams must seem quaint indeed.
How could dreams provide any guidance,
let alone wisdom, sufficient to the prob-

lems of the day?

In addressing this question, we should
remind ourselves that whatever precipi-
tates the next phase of our evolution will
originate as an image in the individual
human psyche. All human dilemmas—
past, present and future—are outgrowths
of the same psychic potentials from which
corresponding solutions also derive. We
simply cannot escape from ourselves.
From earliest times, every     human act
of creation or destruction first took form
as a psychic image. And where is the
creative, cosmogonic power of the
imagination more evident than in dreams?
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For centuries we have labored

under a mechanistic philosophy

which holds that both humans and

the world are machines: soulless,

discontinuous and void of meaning.

But dreams teach the opposite: that

this world—humans included—is

replete with soul, flush with mean-

ing, a unified Whole in every

respect. Mystics have always known

this. Now, finally, a new scientific

consensus is beginning to emerge

that validates the same ancient

wisdom which dreams have always

“known.”

For the most part, dreams come to

us singly, as we sleep, in images

crafted to suit our particular

personalities. But occasionally

dreams rise from the deeper,

collective reaches of the psyche,

bearing witness to an intelligence

far greater than ours. They reveal

insights into sweeping trends that

dwarf personal concerns and touch

on the threads of our common plan-

etary destiny. On such occasions it

is as if we were dreaming, not only

for ourselves, but for others as well.

Anyone reading this article has

probably had one or more dreams

that belong to this category and

serve this planetary —or should I

say cosmic? —function. There must

be hundreds of thousands, even

millions of such dreams taking place

every night. As the earth spins in

its orbit and the shadow of the sun

sweeps around the globe, the

dreaming planet conjures a

perpetual wave of wisdom in the

form of dreamed images.

That dream wave, in its totality,

probably contains all the wisdom

necessary to save ourselves and our

fellow creatures, and to restore a

healthy order to the planet. Surely

it would be a proper use of our time

and energy to consult the oracular

wave.

Diamonds and TornadoDiamonds and TornadoDiamonds and TornadoDiamonds and TornadoDiamonds and Tornado

Here is one dream that provided

me, personally, with orientation and

guidance—a form of wisdom—in a

time of disorienting change. This

dream marked the culmination of a

long period of anticipation. For

several years I had been watching

a particular astrological cycle (a

“Progressed Lunation”) which

indicated that a major transition

was coming my way. When I finally

entered the critical phase,

I dreamed:

I am in a house with several

others. A tornado is coming.

We prepare for it by practicing

sky-diving maneuvers—ways to

stay in touch as we hurtle around

inside the vortex of the great

whirlwind. There will be no

escaping the tornado. In fact,

a square hole has even been built

into the ceiling of the room for the

explicit purpose of permitting our

absorption into the massive

tornado. The last thing we have to

do before the tornado hits is to

swallow a handful of diamonds.

When the tornado finally arrives,

the atmospheric pressure drops

and we are all sucked up in the

turbulence. As we whirl around

with the debris inside the giant

funnel, we try to execute our

“maneuvers” to stay in touch.

The experience is awesome and

frightening, but when I remember

the diamonds I have ingested, I

know that—whenever and wher-

ever I land—the diamonds will be

with me and will form the basis

of a new life. End of dream.

This dream is like an imaginal star

in my inner heaven, set among the

constellations by which I navigate.

But it can help others as it has

helped me. True, the dream is

“mine,” as much as any dream can

be, but it really belongs to anyone

who derives benefit from it. In that

sense it is a collective image

belonging to the starry constella-

tions of humanity as a whole:

a single star in a galaxy of images,

all dreamed by individuals.

Taken as a collective dream, then,

we can say that we are all facing a

tornado. It will come, whether we

want it to or not. In fact, the care-

fully constructed hole in our ceiling

suggests that our common dilemma

may reflect, not a whimsy of

nature, but something built-in and

structural. In other words, the

tornado presupposes a process

driven by archetypal determinants

beyond any one person’s control. If

the tornado implies that an arche-

typal shift is taking place, then we

are better off preparing for the

tornado than pretending it’s not

coming, or that we magically won’t

be affected by it, or that the devas-

tation will be negated by our

sentimental religious fantasies (we

are “raptured” while others are

destroyed).

How do we prepare for it? By

practicing ways of staying “in

touch” when the dislocating forces

are at their greatest. A rule of

thumb might be: Start practicing

now to build up structures of con-

sciousness and practices that will

help you stay in touch with

others any way you can, since you

will not be able to “control” the

forces at work. Instead of seek-

ing power or control, practice

spontaneous, creative, impro-

vised forms of cooperation.

Use your intuition.

Use your imagination.

You also have to swallow some

diamonds, which may not be a

pleasant experience. What are

diamonds? Above all, they are

irreducible values, the hardest

natural substance, forged in the

body of the earth from one of the
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commonest building blocks of life:

carbon. But no one can give you

your diamonds. You have to gather

them yourself, for they are the

accumulated gems of meaning and

insight formed by the pressures of

your deepest life experience. Since

no one can experience your life for

you, you yourself must differenti-

ate what matters from what doesn’t

matter. This corresponds to the

alchemical process of purification in

the vessel by fire (pure = pyre =

fire). The vessel must be hermeti-

cally-sealed, that is, you must

contain your own experience, for

only a psychic vessel capable of

“taking the heat” will produce the

diamonds you need.

Finally, you must swallow them. The

values symbolized by the diamonds

must be incorporated, assimilated,

embodied. Live your truth, however

bitter it may be. The diamonds will

become part of you, since they

consist of your essential substance,

the indestructible “diamond body”

that cannot be consumed by flames.

Whence Wisdom?Whence Wisdom?Whence Wisdom?Whence Wisdom?Whence Wisdom?

Whence did wisdom originate? Was

it a “singularity” that occurred at the

dawn of humanity, a lucky accident

generated in one mind at one place

and spread by “diffusion” from

there? Or could it be a given

property of humans, nature and the

cosmos, available to all, inherent

from the beginning—however we

conceive of that beginning?

Personally, I hold to the latter

hypothesis. For my dreams reveal

a force greater than myself, po-

ssessed of unfathomable resources

of wisdom and intelligence, capable

of framing the dilemmas of human-

ity in exquisitely appropriate

images. The wisdom in dreams

reflects a creative process rooted

in the fundaments of existence at

all levels. In effect, we live in a

perpetual shower of wisdom and

divine radiance. Sometimes I

even think the evolutionary

purpose of the universe has

been, all along, to create the

conditions in which we humans

—or some other creature on

another planet similarly gifted

with reflective consciousness—

might finally become aware of

our divine origins: The Creator,

through its creatures, coming to

know Itself.

If we could just look with open

heart beyond the doctrinal

assumptions of the day; seeing

once again with the eyes of the

poet, artist and mystic who

dwells in each of us, we might

realize that the entire cosmos

is suffused with an Intelligence

and Beauty whose product is

Wisdom.

Wisdom, in other words, is given

to all as a cosmic birthright.

It comes in solitary moments,

as when the angel stole into

Mary’s cloistered library to

whisper the Annunciation into

her ear. It comes after turbu-

lent storms of affect, after

striving and suffering, after

wrenching conflict. But inevita-

bly its advent is contingent on

a sacrifice of the ego and its

“positions,” which is why Jung

said: “Every encounter with the

Self is a defeat for the ego.”

     But most faithfully and

regularly, cosmic wisdom comes

to us during our nightly appoint-

ment with dreams, when we let

fall the swords and shields of the

day’s battle and yield to the

healing waters from below. It is

when we float on the sea of

images in dreams that we

become innocent and disarmed,

open to the angel standing

ready to whisper in our ear

everything we need to know. ∞

  Ask the Dream Lady  Ask the Dream Lady  Ask the Dream Lady  Ask the Dream Lady  Ask the Dream Lady

I dreamt I saw a flower ship

Sailing over a shiny sea

From my perch high

Up in a tall tall tree.

I asked the Dream Lady

How can this be?

And the Dream Lady said:

“You are the ship

You are the sea

The flowers and the tall,

tall tree

You could be a car

speeding uphill

Or even a rock wall

standing still.

“The pictures in your dreams

you’ll find

Are stories of your own design

All monsters rising from

the deep

Which seem so fearful

when asleep

Shouldn’t be a source of fear

Its only you yourself my dear.

“This inner world that’s shown

to you

Can only tell you what is true.

So go ahead and dream again.

Next to your bed you’ll keep

a pen.

Before the dreams are lost

from sight,

Record the visions of the night.

“For other answers that you seek

Attend my dream group

every week.”

 by Dianne Johnson
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Cuddle Up With Your ShadowCuddle Up With Your ShadowCuddle Up With Your ShadowCuddle Up With Your ShadowCuddle Up With Your Shadow
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AAAAAnalyzing the complexities of

our egos/personalities has fascinated

probing minds for centuries. Carl Jung

was one of those seminal figures that

plunged into the depths of the psyche,

attempting to peel back and identify

those layers that make us “tick.”  He

discovered that we each possess posi-

tive and negative sides of the

“shadow” (those instinctual parts of

self that have been suppressed/

hidden in our socialization process)

that also reflect masculine (animus)

and feminine (anima) aspects. They

can rear their heads in nightmares or

“Big Dreams” and are often objects

or situations we fear.

A woman who wants a new career in

writing submitted the following dream

that illustrates an encounter with

shadow:

 I awoke around 5:30 to do

affirmations and fell back to sleep and

had an awful dream.

I am in an old house with doors and

walls asunder. An old mangy cat is

trying to get in and I am trying to

keep it away from Max [her pet

cat]. I look for something to throw

at it and find a glass jar but the cat

gets up in my face; its eyes are

different and it bares its teeth.

I woke up panting with fear. I’ve been

having beautiful meditative thoughts/

visualizations when lying awake and

then go to sleep to have ugly dreams.

                             B.F.~Portland, OR

 I worked through the dream with the

dreamer in the following way:

I am in an old house with doors and

walls asunder.

“The house where one lives frequently

suggests the set of attitudes one holds

at the time” and the house, as a

symbol of self, in this case, is break-

ing down. The dreamer was in the

process of reinventing herself vis-a-

vis a new career path as a writer so it

is not surprising the old “self” is

deteriorating.

An old mangy cat is trying to get in

and I am trying to keep it away

from Max [her pet cat]. 

Cats, usually symbolic of the intuitive

aspects of the self, represent the femi-

nine (anima)—either positive or nega-

tive—depending on how the dreamer

views it. This cat may be the part of

the dreamer that is dangerous or wild;

her anima/shadow trying to literally

“get in her face” to command atten-

tion. By ignoring the shadow part of

self, the beauty on the journey keeps

getting interrupted by fear; if wel-

comed, it frees one to see clearly and

move forward without encumbrance.

I look for something to throw

at it and find a glass jar.

I asked her about the glass jar. I was

reminded of the novel by Sylvia Plath,

The Bell Jar, that recounted the story

of a Boston student “ ...who won a

guest editorship and finds a bewilder-

ing new world at her feet. Her New

York life is crowded with possibilities...

but she can no longer retreat into the

safety of her past. Deciding she wants

to be a writer above all else, she

struggles with problems of “morality,

behavior, identity and her disappoint-

ments, anger, depression....” and I

asked how this situation was like that

of the dreamer’s?

 ...its eyes are different

 and it bares its teeth. 

I woke up panting with fear.

This cat (shadow) really wants the

dreamer to pay attention to it and

“face it” before it’s harmed or chased

away! Teeth displays an aggressive

quality; what does it mean that the

eyes are “different?” I suggest it

would be a great opportunity to

re-enter the dream and confront the

cat and see what it has to say. If, when

or until we confront/integrate the

shadow parts of ourselves in our

humanness, it will “rear its ugly head”

to reconcile and integrate.

Response: I did work a little with the

cat. One thing that was really

obvious was the cat’s eyes. One was

misshaped, maybe even a different

color which was a mirror image for

the imperfection of my eyes. I didn’t

get any message specifically, but it

later transformed into my grand-

mother’s beautiful white Persian cat,

Tasha, which had a green and blue

eye! 

The “eyes” are also a dream pun for

“I’s” within the self. This dreamer is

on the right track to integrate and

cuddle up with shadow that is ready

to be recognized so that the fear of

that instinctual part of self can be

absorbed and put to rest. ∞
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

I I I I I am a dreamer!am a dreamer!am a dreamer!am a dreamer!am a dreamer! By that I mean

more than the fact that I dream like

everybody else or that I fantasize. I

dream yes, but I have also developed

a discipline of dreaming over a

period of twenty five years, while

living in the USA. I recently returned

to Australia in 2003 where I continue

on a daily basis with my discipline

which now has become the centre of

my life. My dream discipline affects

what I do in my daily ordinary life

and also effects what I do. It thus

has become the seed-bed of a new

cultural form.

By sharing a small aspect of my

discipline with DNJ, I hope that it may

weave together with all those other

threads of culture forming in the

psyches of the many other contribu-

tors to DNJ. In this way, we can

support one another in the effort of

bringing a future to birth that is based

on something other than Fear, the

force that has such a strangle hold in

the world today.

My discipline of dreaming includes the

usual practices of remembering,

recording and re-entering. I also

strive to bring the dream into

relationship with my daily life. This

practice includes developing new

habits of thought and giving up

others—often very difficult to do. For

example,   during the course of the

day, if I feel weighed down and

depressed can I recall my dreams and

explore whether my feelings are more

related to them, than say, the observ-

able facts of my outer life?

Just this one example requires a

wrenching away from the cultural

habit of ‘explaining’ everything in

terms of our Positivistic bias which

states that the only reality comes

through the senses and is thus the

only reality that can be verified.

I cannot overstate how much even

this one simple practice comprises a

seed of a cultural revolution, over-

coming the Positivism that along with

Fear, also seems to have the world

in a kind of death-grip.

Included in my discipline of dream-

ing is also an epistemology of the

dream. By staying faithful to the

images of my dreams and by inhibit-

ing the habit of assimilating the

image to the already known facts of

my life, I can begin to discover new

thinking (not thoughts-which are the

product of my brain, but thinking—

which is the movement of the dream

itself). As this movement is felt—lived

in my being—I can sometimes feel

the very substance of my being

change over time. One outcome of

this alteration in substance is that I

begin to perceive previously unseen

aspects of reality. This fresh percep-

tion can then lead to new knowledge

of the world and thus my own being.

Now this is quite a mouthful. What

can I possibly mean by distinguish-

ing thoughts from thinking and more

alarming perhaps, what can I mean

by experiencing the substance of my

being changing? All this requires a

little unpacking. Please bear with me.

SUBSTANCESUBSTANCESUBSTANCESUBSTANCESUBSTANCE

Over the years of my dreaming,

I have had a long series of dreams of

flight, which include passing through

walls and ceilings, as well as  flying.

These dreams started up again upon

my return to Australia in 2003. Here

is one, to give you a taste:

Dream (2007)

I feel myself floating up and realize

I have come out of my body.

I move around the room and then

expand out over the country-side,

above. I feel free and unafraid.

(This is the fruit of all those years

of effort, where I had entered these

states before, each one with its own

teaching. All those years of

preparation!) I freely fly around and

see an intense white light below

that attracts me. I want to go there

but... not yet, as I want to play.

I am filled with delight

and playfulness.

I now see a strange city that is full

of prosperity, order and beauty,

bustling with life.

I go to a bar and notice that I can

go through walls, etc. My body is

transparent to solidity. As I swing

my arm through a wall, electric

light playfully emanates. I playfully

swing my arm through a Bar

Tender’s belly. He notices a feeling

and acts like Mr. Messenger from

City of Angels: “I can’t see you but

I know you are there.”

I laugh gleefully.

I am happy and delighted. Ascend-

ing again, I begin to get concerned

Dreaming Down UnderDreaming Down UnderDreaming Down UnderDreaming Down UnderDreaming Down Under
by John C. Woodcock PhD
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that I have wandered too far afield.

As I have this fear...

 I gently come back to my body in

bed and wake up with the memory of

having been on a flight.

We have a huge difficulty in under-

standing these dreams today because

of our incorrigible habit of consider-

ing substance as a ‘thing’ out there,

in which we no longer participate.

From this habit we are led to declare,

for example, that air is a ‘thin

substance’ or even lacking in

substance. It is not hard to recognize

the materialist prejudice hard at work

here. And as I said, part of my

discipline of dreaming is to give up

old habits of thought. Such dreams

as this one, in this sense, have been

initiatory-initiating me into the

reality of living substance i.e.

substance in whose being I partici-

pate, and so discover new and fresh

aspects to my own being.

Let’s explore this a little. As the dream

said itself, over the years, I have been

prepared by my flying dreams and

part of that preparation has been to

familiarize me with the living sub-

stance of air. This initiation requires

a surrender of attachment to solidity

and separateness as the sole Reality.

As I said earlier, such a move becomes

a seed for a cultural revolution, and

the resistance to such a move within

each of us is huge! It took many

dreams of this initiatory kind to loosen

up my own prejudice. How does this work?

You can see in the dream description

above some hints of what I actually

experienced in my flight. Two quali-

ties emerge that today are in com-

plete conflict. In my dream, however,

they have become complementary. It

was not always that way with me and

this is why I say that I have experi-

enced a change in the substance of

my own being. The two qualities are

‘play’ and ‘fear.’ When I first began

my dreams of flight, fear was the

major quality at work, along with

inflationary tendencies in my ego. In

every instance, fear pulled me down

to earth and my being became grav-

ity bound. The world of solid objects

emerged and became impenetrable—

just how we ordinarily experience the

world today—as a collection of sepa-

rate non-interpenetrating objects in space.

In this most recent dream however,

playfulness and delight are the major

qualities and I felt them as my being,

not in my being, as if I were observ-

ing a playful attitude in myself. And

so I flew. I really flew, as is quite

ordinary to all aerial being. My

substance changed under the infusion

of the playful spirit from its earth-

bound nature to its aerial nature and

so I moved about according to the

laws of this new nature. When I grew

afraid that I had ‘wandered away too

far,’ my earthbound nature called and

a descent naturally occurred... until

my body had once again gained its

solid substance. My flight was over.

THE EPISTEMOLOGYTHE EPISTEMOLOGYTHE EPISTEMOLOGYTHE EPISTEMOLOGYTHE EPISTEMOLOGY

OF THE DREAMOF THE DREAMOF THE DREAMOF THE DREAMOF THE DREAM

All these thoughts that I share with

you now, are the reflections of the

living thinking of the dream above and

the others that preceded it. I have

engaged them for many years as part

of my discipline of dreaming, staying

faithful to the dream images and to

the dream substance, allowing them

to teach me, enter me and to change

my language and perceptions of

reality. I often feel inadequate to the

task of rendering such phenomena

into language that could carry mean-

ing for our desperate culture today.

My dreams of flight are teaching me

that although solidity is indeed real

and we are indeed beings of solidity—

as measured for example by smash-

ing a thumb with a hammer—solidity

is not the only reality of our own and

the world’s being.

This is the knowledge we so desper-

ately need! Our individual being and

that of the world are the same and

that being comprises different

substances, living substances in which

we can once again participate through

voluntary acts of will.

PRAXISPRAXISPRAXISPRAXISPRAXIS

The obvious test, of course, is whether

I or anyone can experience our aerial

substance with the same degree of

reality as we do our solid natures, i.e.

on a daily basis, enough that the

modern prejudice towards solidity

may be overcome in experience. The

short answer is yes! There is a

growing body of evidence emerging

from the pages of Dream Network and

other literature to suggest very

strongly that such a challenge is

indeed taking place, with no little risk

to those who are pulled into the

debate.  Overcoming habits in actual

experience, especially those concern-

ing the Real is not an exercise for the

timid. To spell this out would take a

much longer essay but for now let me

leave you with a quote from some-

one who I and many others consider

to be a pre-eminent spokesman for

the reality of substance. He recalls a

childhood memory in which he

participates in the reality of his and

the world’s liquid and aerial being and

is able to render the experience in

beautiful speech:

      “I listen to the plums

ripening, I see the sun

caress every piece of fruit,

turn all their round surfaces

to gold and put the finishing

touches on all of nature’s

riches. The rippling of the

brook shakes the bells of the

columbine. A blue sound

rises. The cluster of flowers

releases an endless flow of

trills into the blue sky.” ∞
Gaston Bachelard,: Air and Dreams

   Contact Dr. Woodcock by email at

woodcock@lighthousedownunder.com
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    Book Reviews

by David Sparenberg

Chameleon, Butterfly, DragonflyChameleon, Butterfly, DragonflyChameleon, Butterfly, DragonflyChameleon, Butterfly, DragonflyChameleon, Butterfly, Dragonfly

A Divine GuideA Divine GuideA Divine GuideA Divine GuideA Divine Guide

to Lasting Fulfillmentto Lasting Fulfillmentto Lasting Fulfillmentto Lasting Fulfillmentto Lasting Fulfillment

by Cindy Silbert,

published by BringUtoLife,

Inc,  paper 170 pp, $14.95

Dreams & Spiritual GrowthDreams & Spiritual GrowthDreams & Spiritual GrowthDreams & Spiritual GrowthDreams & Spiritual Growth

A Judeo-ChristianA Judeo-ChristianA Judeo-ChristianA Judeo-ChristianA Judeo-Christian

Way of DreamworkWay of DreamworkWay of DreamworkWay of DreamworkWay of Dreamwork

by Louis Savary, Patricia Beren

and Strephon Kaplan-Williams,

Paulist Press

 Paper, 241 pp, $18.95

This first volume is especially

written for women with the expressed

intention being able to provide “A

women’s step-by-step guide to find

true self, balance and lasting fulfill-

ment.” Notwithstanding, I am

hopeful that my male perspective—

tempered as it is with poetic

sensibilities—will be welcomed.

I find Cindy Silbert’s book the work

of an awakened, nature-sensitive

soul, opening with gentle honesty to

share gifts she has discovered (or re-

covered) along her earth journey.

There is much here to brighten the

imagination, touch the heart and

enliven the spirit. Besides which, I

have a personal partiality toward

dragonflies, butterflies and that min-

iature, wingless dragon of circus

camouflage, the chameleon.

I offer three quotations, two from an

early chapter, Embody, Awakening

the Divine Archetypes, the third from

a late chapter, Destiny, Live

Courageously:

p 11: “The key to working with any

archetype is to first understand the

power of embodiment. Like the bird

that flies without thinking about it,

you’re in a constant state of embodi-

ment without realizing it. What you

embody is what you express and what

you express is what you eventually

manifest in life. So if you embody fear,

you’ll manifest your worst nightmare.

If you embody a fragmented sense of

self, you’ll manifest a life of confu-

sion and chaos. If you embody your

True Self, then you’ll manifest a life

that fulfills your desires.”

p 12: “The most powerful expression

of feminine energy is Mother Nature.

The three Divine Archetypes that the

Divine Feminine has assigned to

assist you are elemental, or ‘of nature.’

Because of their elemental origin, they

are a vibrant Divine source linked to

the constant and perpetual current of

nature that is not only energizing, but

also surging with creative energy.”

p 124-25: “What if Destiny is not an

end at all but creative potential that

you could mold and shape into the

life of your dreams?  Instead of a place

you end up, what if Destiny is a

journey through a dynamic and ever-

changing future?  Destiny is, in fact,

the expansive fulfillment of your

desires. Just as you have free will to

live your life, you have free will to

determine your Destiny.”

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

My second choice for review has

provided inspiration for a new work-

shop with which I am involved. While

my personal approach to religion is

eclectic—non-denominational and ad-

vocating interfaith dialogue—I am

thoroughly familiar with the Biblical

Canon and Bible stories remain

profoundly compelling.

Dreams & Spiritual Growth is a

valuable work recanting and interpret-

ing dream-based Bible stories for Jews

and Christians alike. The volume

includes, as well, 37 exciting dream-

work techniques. All in all, this title is

an excellent resource for the faith-

based dream practitioner, whether

cleric or layperson.

A short tour through several quota-

tions will give my readers a good

sense of at least one side of the

content of Dreams & Spiritual Growth:

Destiny p 117:  “Destiny involves us

in paradox; we seek fully to know our

destiny, yet accept the fact that we

will never fully know it. While we are

called to try to understand our

ultimate purpose and to live as

consciously aware of it as possible,

we are also called to give up having

to know exactly the ultimate

meaning of our lifes’ experience. Our

destiny is where God’s mystery and

our mystery intersect. Dreams and

dreamwork allow us to increase our

consciousness of God’s call and

relationship to us.”

Soul p 119:  “We define the soul as

that dimension of us most directly

connected to God. Our soul carries the

destiny (telos) energy. …Moved by the

grace of God our soul guides us to

sense our destiny by using dreams.

Dreams have been described as the

voice of the soul at work.”

Journey p 121: “If destiny is what

God wants of us and quest is what

we want of God, then the inevitable

(fate) is what both God and we must

deal with. Our journey then may be

viewed as the intersection of these

three great forces—destiny, the quest

and the inevitable.”
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Healing p 164: “Perhaps the major

need today is for a strong commit-

ment to bring healing and resolution

into everything we do... as individu-

als, in community, with God and in

the world. What would it be like if the

people of the world took as focus not

the maintaining of conflicts, the

building of armaments, the fostering

of hatred and differences… but

working for unity and resolution, no

matter how great the conflict. In

dreams and dreamwork we learn to

face our adversaries and establish

new relationships with them.  

  Can we afford to do less than this in

the outer world?”

Dreams & Holiness p 188: “In this

book we do not intend to define the

role and enumerate the duties of a

spiritual director. We simply propose

some ways by which dreams and

dreamwork can be used in spiritual

direction to intensify spiritual growth…

and thus foster the process of

holiness and the eager acceptance of

one’s unfolding destiny.”

 With these two volumes, we confront

the twin challenges of the internal

quest for true self, on one side of our

life sphere and the transhuman

connective with the God-dream. On

the outward-turning side, the

prophetic promise of visionary and

dream-evolving planetary citizenship,

rooted in justice, spiritual abundance

and compassion. ∞

Guided by Dreams:Guided by Dreams:Guided by Dreams:Guided by Dreams:Guided by Dreams:

Breast Cancer, DreamsBreast Cancer, DreamsBreast Cancer, DreamsBreast Cancer, DreamsBreast Cancer, Dreams

and Transformation.and Transformation.and Transformation.and Transformation.and Transformation.

Rachel G. Norment. (2006)

Richmond, Virginia:

Brandylane Publishers, Inc.

Forward by Jeremy Taylor, D.Min.

 ISBN # 1-883911-66-4  $16.95

Reviewed by Susanne Fincher

Rachel Norment’s healing mission is

clear in her book Guided by Dreams:

Breast Cancer, Dreams, and Transfor-

mation.  The detailed narrative of her

breast cancer experience pulls the

reader in and we go along with her

on the transformative roller-coaster

ride that a diagnosis of cancer sets in

motion. Rachel educates herself about

her illness and she explores the many

options for treatment—both

traditional allopathic remedies of

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy

and complementary healthcare

options such as homeopathy, Reiki,

and art therapy.

But there is more.  Rachel’s

attunement to her inner world

provides the reader a window into her

use of dreams for guidance and

affirmation of her treatment choices.

For example, a dream of a short man

picking her up with gentleness and

ease helps her select the doctor to

administer her radiation treatment.

Her dream after surgery of unearth-

ing a breast and shoulder that she

must gently put back in place reflects

the reality that even though modern

surgery is pain free, the body

registers it as a trauma and dreams

help the body image to once again be

made whole.

Of special interest to me are the color

illustrations of Rachel’s artwork (pp.

93-100).  Most are mandalas, symbols

of harmony and wholeness according

to Jung. That Rachel is an accom-

plished artist is seen in the lovely

mandala on the book’s cover. This

one, she tells the reader, was created

to depict by means of symbolic

composition and color the healing

experienced during radiation

treatment.  Several other mandalas

were created at a workshop that was

helpful to Rachel in clarifying her

vocation as a healer.

 Rachel’s book is a fascinating read

and a godsend to anyone challenged

by the diagnosis of cancer, especially

breast cancer. It provides helpful

information on medical treatment

options and offers a map of the

psychological path traveled by

cancer patients. An appendix listing

the questions Rachel asked her

doctor could serve as a guide for

readers making their own list of

inquiries for health care providers. The

glossary includes explanations of

medical and psychological

terminology and the bibliography lists

reference sources.

The last of the dreams in her book

has Rachel giving a “Life-Saving Demo

or Lecture to Women.”  In the dream

she feels it is important to do the

demo/lecture, whatever it takes,

because “it possibly will save lives.”

(p. 182).  With the offering of her book,

Rachel Norment lovingly fulfills the

aspiration brought to light by this

dream. ∞
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 Lucid dreaming is like a  virtual

reality movie set inside your head.
Lucid dreaming is the act of realizing that you
are dreaming while you are still in a dream.
When you realize that you are dreaming, the
sky is the limit on what you can do. Have you
ever fantasized about being a brain surgeon?
Then lucid dreaming is your chance to do it
without having to go to university for eight

Lucid DreamingLucid Dreaming
 Your Own Virtual RealityYour Own Virtual RealityYour Own Virtual RealityYour Own Virtual RealityYour Own Virtual Reality

by  Christine Breese, Ph.D.

Touch Drawing™ by Deborah Koff Chapin

years. Have you ever wanted to be a gymnast?
Lucid dreaming is the way you can do it with-
out years of training and the   perfect body type
for such  endeavors.

You can even use lucid dreaming as a chance
to train and practice for real events in your life.
If you have a speech that you must give, and it
makes you nervous to do so, you can practice
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your public speaking skills in front of

a dream audience. If you have always

wanted to play the guitar like a pro,

you can have a dream teacher and

literally learn     guitar while you sleep.

You can also problem solve and  try

different actions and see results in

dreams. Perhaps you have a difficult

confrontation to deal with; you can

use different ways of communication

to see what works.

Ego fulfillment can be done during

lucid dreams. I personally have had

the fantasy of being a big-time

producer or director in Hollywood, but

the likelihood of that happening in my

regular life is pretty slim. First of all,

I’m not willing to live in Los Angeles

all the time, and I also don’t have

interest in working my way up the lad-

der in the movie industry for a goal

I most likely couldn’t achieve.

However, I have fulfilled this ego and

desire many times in the world of

lucid dreams. I have directed huge

big-budget productions with expen-

sive sets and costumes for period

pieces, and I have worked with

almost every star that I’ve ever been

interested in. I sure did have a lot of

fun and technically, my brain doesn’t

note that it didn’t really happen!

That is the beautiful thing about

dreams, especially lucid dreams. Your

mind does not sort out what has

happened in real life and what has

happened in dream life. The same

neural pathways are used, and even

new ones are created based on the

experiences you have in the dream

worlds. This is why learning can

happen in dreams. As far as your

human brain knows, it really happened!

I wrote the course on Lucid dreaming

in the curriculum of University Of

Metaphysical Sciences and I have

taught many classes on lucid dream

techniques. Some techniques are

more complicated than others but I

offer one to you today that you can

start with right now. If you are able

to do this every day, you will have

lucid dreams within a month or two.

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

Dream SignsDream SignsDream SignsDream SignsDream Signs
~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~

A lot of people think that lucid

dreaming is a power only those who

are spiritually adept can achieve.

Actually, lucid dreaming is quite easy

to achieve and only takes a little mind

training that can be done during your

daily life. I did most of my lucid

dreaming training during my waking

hours as I went about my day.

The trick is to learn to look for dream

signs. Dream signs are anything that

happens that is out of the ordinary.

You can use these dream signs to

trigger yourself to ask the question,

“Am I dreaming?” Of course, you

always answer, “Yes!” Then look

around you as if you are in a dream

and ask yourself how you are now

seeing things differently, now that you

realize you are awake in the dream.

(This is done in your daily waking life

and can be used as a tool for enlight-

enment as well, since after your

human life is the dreaming of your

soul!)

When you do this often enough, on a

daily basis, your mind carries this

habit into the dream worlds. You will

find yourself looking for dream signs

during your sleep just as you did

during your waking hours. Here, too,

in the dream worlds you’ll ask

yourself the question, “Am I dream-

ing?” Of course, you always answer,

“Yes!” Then you will literally awaken

in your dream and you are free to

change your set, start a whole new

dream, fly, change the feeling and the

nature of the dream, conquer your

monsters, learn a new skill, and what-

ever else your heart desires to do in

the virtual reality dream world in your

head. You are the star of whatever

movie you would like to invent.

So, how do you look for dream signs?
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Dreams That Have Lives of Their OwnDreams That Have Lives of Their OwnDreams That Have Lives of Their OwnDreams That Have Lives of Their OwnDreams That Have Lives of Their Own

Some will come bathed in a perfect red;Some will come bathed in a perfect red;Some will come bathed in a perfect red;Some will come bathed in a perfect red;Some will come bathed in a perfect red;

you will dock at islands made of bonesyou will dock at islands made of bonesyou will dock at islands made of bonesyou will dock at islands made of bonesyou will dock at islands made of bones

wrapped in the fires of pride.  Occasionallywrapped in the fires of pride.  Occasionallywrapped in the fires of pride.  Occasionallywrapped in the fires of pride.  Occasionallywrapped in the fires of pride.  Occasionally

there will be bright boulevards filled withthere will be bright boulevards filled withthere will be bright boulevards filled withthere will be bright boulevards filled withthere will be bright boulevards filled with

all the people you’ve forgotten.  Affairsall the people you’ve forgotten.  Affairsall the people you’ve forgotten.  Affairsall the people you’ve forgotten.  Affairsall the people you’ve forgotten.  Affairs

 of honor will fill some of them; others will of honor will fill some of them; others will of honor will fill some of them; others will of honor will fill some of them; others will of honor will fill some of them; others will

be so overburdened with the wrong stuffbe so overburdened with the wrong stuffbe so overburdened with the wrong stuffbe so overburdened with the wrong stuffbe so overburdened with the wrong stuff

they will grab hold and start to eat away atthey will grab hold and start to eat away atthey will grab hold and start to eat away atthey will grab hold and start to eat away atthey will grab hold and start to eat away at

your reason.  Sometimes not even wakingyour reason.  Sometimes not even wakingyour reason.  Sometimes not even wakingyour reason.  Sometimes not even wakingyour reason.  Sometimes not even waking

will rid you of them; they’ll follow youwill rid you of them; they’ll follow youwill rid you of them; they’ll follow youwill rid you of them; they’ll follow youwill rid you of them; they’ll follow you

around all week or until moved out of placearound all week or until moved out of placearound all week or until moved out of placearound all week or until moved out of placearound all week or until moved out of place

by one with broader shoulders or brighterby one with broader shoulders or brighterby one with broader shoulders or brighterby one with broader shoulders or brighterby one with broader shoulders or brighter

colors.  Many will be so busy tending theircolors.  Many will be so busy tending theircolors.  Many will be so busy tending theircolors.  Many will be so busy tending theircolors.  Many will be so busy tending their

own affairs, they won’t have time for you.own affairs, they won’t have time for you.own affairs, they won’t have time for you.own affairs, they won’t have time for you.own affairs, they won’t have time for you.

But some will house perfect catastrophes:But some will house perfect catastrophes:But some will house perfect catastrophes:But some will house perfect catastrophes:But some will house perfect catastrophes:

falls from tall buildings, monsters withfalls from tall buildings, monsters withfalls from tall buildings, monsters withfalls from tall buildings, monsters withfalls from tall buildings, monsters with

enormous jaws, tides that pull us out to sea,enormous jaws, tides that pull us out to sea,enormous jaws, tides that pull us out to sea,enormous jaws, tides that pull us out to sea,enormous jaws, tides that pull us out to sea,

and doctors with long and pointed needles.and doctors with long and pointed needles.and doctors with long and pointed needles.and doctors with long and pointed needles.and doctors with long and pointed needles.

But most find ways to get us on high or holyBut most find ways to get us on high or holyBut most find ways to get us on high or holyBut most find ways to get us on high or holyBut most find ways to get us on high or holy

ground because they are spun not just fromground because they are spun not just fromground because they are spun not just fromground because they are spun not just fromground because they are spun not just from

what we fear but also from what we hope.what we fear but also from what we hope.what we fear but also from what we hope.what we fear but also from what we hope.what we fear but also from what we hope.

Many will be so faint and fleeting, you willMany will be so faint and fleeting, you willMany will be so faint and fleeting, you willMany will be so faint and fleeting, you willMany will be so faint and fleeting, you will

not even know you have dreamed; morenot even know you have dreamed; morenot even know you have dreamed; morenot even know you have dreamed; morenot even know you have dreamed; more

than a few will defend borders you knewthan a few will defend borders you knewthan a few will defend borders you knewthan a few will defend borders you knewthan a few will defend borders you knew

nothing about until you entered the dream.nothing about until you entered the dream.nothing about until you entered the dream.nothing about until you entered the dream.nothing about until you entered the dream.

 Fredrick Zydek Fredrick Zydek Fredrick Zydek Fredrick Zydek Fredrick Zydek
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LUCID DREAMING LUCID DREAMING LUCID DREAMING LUCID DREAMING LUCID DREAMING ~ Cont’d from pg. 44

 Work to be one

 with the words of the wind.

 Rise up

 into the shapes

of sun and water;

of the colors of

leaves and the fragrance of or-

chards.

The way we now live

is worthless lies.

Mother is not only

Beauty. Earth is also justice.

Wait a moment,

don't grow impatient.

Is your name now Satan

when it could become Eden?

Do you live in man's death wish

who could dwell in God's dream?

Give yourself freedom

to walk and breathe deeply.

Feel how it feels

to belong and be free.

Wherever you go

go as change to

the circle of motion.

Bring seeds to all seasons.

Speak your heart

with the strength of thunder.

            David Sparenberg 25 May 2008

Thunder Heart The hard part is paying attention and keeping your

consciousness focused on looking for things that are out

of the ordinary. Human beings are on automatic pilot to

such an extent that we don’t notice things that are out

of the ordinary, even though they are there all the time.

So, the first task is to become more alert, more present

in the moment and to pay attention to what is happen-

ing around you all the time. Vigilance is necessary to be

successful at noticing dream signs when they happen,

remembering to ask your question immediately and

changing your focus on reality.

Keep a notebook with you throughout the day and write

down any unusual things that you see. Is your boss

wearing the most ridiculous tie you have ever seen in

your life?  Did someone say something out of character?

Did an appliance stop working?  Did a guy ride by in a

purple car? What has happened that is unusual in this

particular hour?  You will notice that there are more things

that can catch your attention, even if they are only slightly

unordinary.

Dream signs don’t have to be out of the ordinary, either.

You could simply tell yourself that every time a phone

rings you will ask your question and awaken in the dream.

You could use something as ordinary, for example, as

every time you turn on a light—or see a light—as a

trigger to ask your question. You could use something

as simple as every time your neighbors’ dog barks, you

ask your question. Dream signs can be anything you

choose them to be. Then when you are in the dream

world, even these ordinary signs will appear and trigger

you to ask yourself if you are dreaming.

Once you get the hang of it, it’s really easy! Try not to

wake up from your dream when you suddenly achieve

lucidity for the first time. I was so excited the first time I

woke up in a dream that I literally woke myself up from

sleep! If it happens, just try again. It could be a wonder-

ful new beginning and the riches from within your own

virtual reality dreamworld will bless your life forever. ∞

~ ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ∞  ~ ~
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www.christinebreese.com
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       Dream Networkers/Regional Contact Persons
We are honored to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources  available to you via this publication
and the willingness of these knowledgeable individuals. All are committed to the value of dreams;  each has her/his own area of
interest or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available to answer
questions from any caller, regardless of location.  Please respect each individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific
time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime; you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a toll call,
expect  a collect call in return. If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us: 435-259-5936 E: Publisher@DreamNetwork.net.

AFRICA  dreams1@telkomsa.net
Charles de Beer
Dream Readings: Worldwide

ALASKA
Susan Fredericks  907/983-2324
susan_skagway@hotmail.com
Intuitive interpretation-healing
Skagway, State of Alaska
Tima Priess    907/479-6553
Animals, Dreams & Trauma
Near Fairbanks

AUSTRALIA
John C. Woodcock, Ph.D.
Phone: 0401594945
Email: jcw50@bigpond.net.au
Dreams as vehicles for culture
Eve & Wknd. Any State in Australia

CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Dreamworkers
(BADG)   707/824-9121
% Eric Snyder
Email: esnyder@sonic.net
Info & Resources on Regional
Networking for Dreamworkers
Dream Library & Archives
415/897-7955
Extensive Dream Resources
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Bambi Corso   805/494-4356
email: ohtodream@aol.com
Dream Groups, Dream Tending
Call from 8am-8p.m.
Southern CA/West Coast

CANADA
Suzanne Nadon 450 229-1336
Creativity & Lifestyle,  Jung
Ontario/Native Community

COLORADO
Georgia Stout  970/328-5280
Georgia Stout, PhD, Eagle County.
Jungian-based dream groups
offered Sunday afternoons. For
further information, call or email
georgiastout@cs.com
Kat Peters-Midland 970/310-0906
Dream Groups/Resources
Rocky Mountains/West
Email: dreammosaics@comcast.net

CONNECTICUT
Nancy Weston MA  203/744-6823
 e-mail: InnerKid2@aol.com

Isobel McGrath MA 203/790-1503
e-mail: UKHypnosis@aol.com

FLORIDA

Eleonora Marinaro 727/697-2763
Jungian Dream Analysis-Spiritual
Direction. Groups-Workshops FL
Elizabeth Howard  352/337-2723
email: holisticliz@hotmail.com
Gestalt dreamwork, groups &
individual resources."

GERMANY
Michael Schredl 0621/793525
General info/resources, groups
Preferred language German
6pm - 7pm Mon-Fri
Germany, Austria & Switz.
HAWAII
Athena Lou
AthenaDreams@hawaii.rr.com
General info; Dream Retreats
Hawaiian Islands/West Coast

ILLINOIS
Gail A. Roberts 630/365-0771
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
Rev. Dan Prechtel
847/492-9013
dprechtel@sbcglobal.net
General info/lucid, groups
Spiritual companionship
Metro Chicago & Northshore
INDIANA
Barbara Zimny  317/577-3675
Dream Groups. General Resources
Indianapolis Area
Email: BarbZimmy@yahoo.com

KANSAS
Steve Carter 316/618-0731
stephen.carter@wichita.edu
General Resources & Groups
Dream Group meets on Friday eve.
M/Th/Fr eves.  KS/No. OK

 MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore   978/371-1619
Lucid, General, Sunday p.m. Group
Early eves Boston/MetroWest
Dick McLeester  413/772-6569
General Resources
Greater New England/W.MA
Cody Sisson  413/498-5950
cody@dragon-heart.com
Dreamwork Certification

MICHIGAN
Judy White    616/353-7607
Holistic Therapies & Dream
Groups-Michigan
MINNESOTA
Jaye C. Beldo   612/827-6835
Dream Democracy/Integrative
Dream Narration-- Evenings

MISSOURI
Rosemary Watts  314/432-7909
General resources,  Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO

THE NETHERLANDS

Alma Verbunt 1 575 57210
info@psycholoog-in-zelhem.nl

General dream resources, Evenings
Netherlands, Flemish speaking
Belgium, Great Briatin/Ireland

NEW MEXICO
Azima Lila Forest 575-534-0431
azima@zianet.com
General Info, Start Groups
NM, CO, AZ ~Tues-Fri best

NEW JERSEY
Dawn Hill  908/647-3720
General Info and Groups
Evenings after 5:30p.m. EST/NJ
NEW YORK
Jennifer Borchers 212/683-5667
dreamjenn@rcn.com ~ Dream
Groups & Mentoring, Resource
NY/esp. Five Boroughs
Alan Flagg  212/532-8042
Email: alleneflagg@rcn.com
Senoi & Ullman dream groups
Information & General Resources

Ann Goelitz CSW 212/561-1633
Dream Groups & Workshops
General Information & Resources
New York City area
LeonVanLeeuwen 212/888-0552
General Resources, groups  NY
Pearl Natter  845/353-0511
Dream groups, General Resources.
E: p.natter@att.net ~ NY/No. NJ/CT

NORTH CAROLINA
Robert Gongloff   828/669-1203
Dream Groups, General Resources

OHIO
Noreen Wessling  513/831-7045
General Info & Groups:  OHIO

Micki Seltzer    614/267-1341
General Info & Groups. OHIO
OREGON
E. W. Kellogg III  541/535-7187
Lucid dreaming/Dream Healing
E-mail: DoctorStrange@msn.com
Peggy Coats/The Dream Tree
503/288-9991
pcoats@dreamtree.com
online dream resource center
PENNSYLVANIA  412/381-1188
Fa. Joseph Sedley  C.P.
jsedley@cpprov.org
Dreams and Spiritual Growth
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mena Potts, Ph.D.  614/264-4444
Experiential Dream Groups
 7-9 p.m. Central PA/N.E. Ohio

SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Justina Lasley   843/884-5139
Institute for Dream Studies
Workshops, certification, lectures
justina@DreamsWork.us

SWITZERLAND
Art Funkhouser (031) 331 6600
atf@alum.mit.edu * Bern, Switz.
TENNESSEE
Tom Goad   615/834-6564
General Resources/Dream Group

TEXAS
Victoria Vlach 512/451-2963
rememberdreams@yahoo.com
Info & Resources-Austin, TX

UTAH
Roberta Ossana   435/259-5936
Roberta@DreamNetwork.net
Resources & Groups, Info
UT/Four Corner Area

VERMONT
Janis Comb   802/635-7889
Email: janiscomb@earthlink.net
Dream Groups; Astrological &
Embodied Dreamwork

WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer
Email: DreamRita@aol.com
General Resources, Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area (VA, MD, DC)

WISCONSIN
Margaret Plasencia  262-784-0704
margaretplasencia@yahoo.com
Dream Counseling, Spontaneous
Healing  M-F 9a-5p Central/WI & IL
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ADVERTISE ADVERTISE in the Dream Network Journal
  DISPLAY ADS:  (435) 259-5936  E: Publisher@DreamNetwork.net or http://DreamNetwork.net/

Purchase a Banner or Advertise in our Dream Store on the Web. Very Affordable!
  CLASSIFIED ADS:

All ITEMS /SERVICES FOR SALE & RESEARCH PROJECTS:  $1 per word.
Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DNJ does not endorse nor take responsibility

for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage reader feedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints.

Call for VISIONARY Dreams... .Call for VISIONARY Dreams... .

Let us continue Dreaming Humanity's Path and create,
here, a cultural repository for visionary  dreams.

Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to Inform the larger community.
Submit your ‘Big Dreams’ to publisher@dreamnetwork.net

or submit on our website http://DreamNetwork.net.

Dream Network OnLine!Dream Network OnLine!  Our Website Address is:

http://DreamNetwork.net
Read articles from back issues, see writer's guidelines

and visit our DreamStore and Dreamworker’s Directory.
Register Online for FREE subscription! Monthly Drawing

 Booklets ~ Journals

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

NOW Available OnlineNOW Available OnlineNOW Available OnlineNOW Available OnlineNOW Available Online

The Art ofThe Art ofThe Art ofThe Art ofThe Art of

DreamsharingDreamsharingDreamsharingDreamsharingDreamsharing

& Developing& Developing& Developing& Developing& Developing

Dream GroupsDream GroupsDream GroupsDream GroupsDream Groups
A 50-Page booklet offering every-
thing you ever wanted to know
about learning what your dreams
mean, why you have recurring
dreams and nightmares. Also in-
cluded, the importance of keep-
ing a dream journal and every-
thing you ever wanted to know
about starting or participating in
a dream group.

• Dream Recall
• Recurring Dreams &

Nightmares
• Basic Dream Work
• How to Start & Organize a

Dream Group
• Dreamsharing Techniques,

Hints & Guidelines
• Leaderless Groups
• Mutual Dreaming

Articles written by: Montague
Ullman, Jeremy Taylor, Janice
Baylis, Leon Van Leeuwen,
Noreen Wessling, Rosemary
Watts, Victoria Vlach and more.

Only $12.95 in Print

http://DreamNetwork.net
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Back Issues
Over 61 (of 110 published!) back issues of Dream Network are still

available. Individual copies are $7. See listings at DreamNetwork.net.

One complete archive (xerox copies of two older issues), a veritable

treasure chest & valuable collector’s item V1#1-V24#3 $1000.

Back IssuesBack IssuesBack IssuesBack IssuesBack Issues

Available Include:Available Include:Available Include:Available Include:Available Include:

1996, the year we began1996, the year we began1996, the year we began1996, the year we began1996, the year we began

Dreaming Humanity’s PathDreaming Humanity’s PathDreaming Humanity’s PathDreaming Humanity’s PathDreaming Humanity’s Path
Four Volumes ~ Complete Set: $30

Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2 ~

Protecting the ChildrenProtecting the ChildrenProtecting the ChildrenProtecting the ChildrenProtecting the Children/Warning DreamsWarning DreamsWarning DreamsWarning DreamsWarning Dreams

Apocalypse as a Rite of Passage:

Interview with Michael Ortiz Hill •

Vol. 14 No. 3Vol. 14 No. 3Vol. 14 No. 3Vol. 14 No. 3Vol. 14 No. 3 ~  Visions of Guidance  Visions of Guidance  Visions of Guidance  Visions of Guidance  Visions of Guidance

Psychic Dream? Be Careful Who You

Tell!: Stanley Krippner •

Vol. 14 No. 4 Vol. 14 No. 4 Vol. 14 No. 4 Vol. 14 No. 4 Vol. 14 No. 4 ~  Beyond the Veil~  Beyond the Veil~  Beyond the Veil~  Beyond the Veil~  Beyond the Veil

Whispers and Murmurs: Perspectives

on Dreaming Humanity’s Path

Russell Lockhart

Winter Vol 15 No.1Winter Vol 15 No.1Winter Vol 15 No.1Winter Vol 15 No.1Winter Vol 15 No.1 ~ Dream InspiredDream InspiredDream InspiredDream InspiredDream Inspired

CommunitiesCommunitiesCommunitiesCommunitiesCommunities  Dreaming in Dundee

NY interview w Susan Watkins • The

Emergence of a Dream Community

Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 ~ Lucid,Lucid,Lucid,Lucid,Lucid,

Mutual & WILD Dreams Mutual & WILD Dreams Mutual & WILD Dreams Mutual & WILD Dreams Mutual & WILD Dreams  Mutual

Dreaming: Linda Lane Magallon

Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2          ~ Healing Healing Healing Healing Healing

Relationships Relationships Relationships Relationships Relationships •  An Interview with

Navajo Shaman Dennison Tsossie

Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3     ~

Dream’s Relationship to MythologyDream’s Relationship to MythologyDream’s Relationship to MythologyDream’s Relationship to MythologyDream’s Relationship to Mythology

Interviews with Stephen Aizenstat and

Jeremy Taylor

 Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2          ~

Prophetic DreamsProphetic DreamsProphetic DreamsProphetic DreamsProphetic Dreams ~ An Interview with

Robert Johnson • The End of Time

or the Beginning of Now?

Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3     ~

The Healing Power of DreamsThe Healing Power of DreamsThe Healing Power of DreamsThe Healing Power of DreamsThe Healing Power of Dreams~Guest

Editors: Robert Moss & Graywolf

Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4     ~ Prepar-Prepar-Prepar-Prepar-Prepar-

ing for the Millenniuming for the Millenniuming for the Millenniuming for the Millenniuming for the Millennium Light at the

End of the Tunnel with Gary Bonnell

Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1      ~

Animals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in Dreams

Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2      ~

Sexuality in DreamsSexuality in DreamsSexuality in DreamsSexuality in DreamsSexuality in Dreams Jeremy Taylor •

     Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3          ~

Dreams & Religion Dreams & Religion Dreams & Religion Dreams & Religion Dreams & Religion ~ Dreams &

Christianity Rev. Jeremy Taylor

Winter 2000Winter 2000Winter 2000Winter 2000Winter 2000  Vol. 19 No. 4Vol. 19 No. 4Vol. 19 No. 4Vol. 19 No. 4Vol. 19 No. 4  ~

Dreams & Shamanism Part IDreams & Shamanism Part IDreams & Shamanism Part IDreams & Shamanism Part IDreams & Shamanism Part I

On Shamanism: An Interview with

Stanley Krippner •  Patterns of Dream

Use in African Psychotherapy: Dr. Nwoye

Spring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 NosSpring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 NosSpring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 NosSpring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 NosSpring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 Nos

1&21&21&21&21&2      ~ “The Way It Is William (Bill)

Stimson • On Dreams & Art: Ullman

Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3  Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3  Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3  Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3  Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3  ~

Dream-Inspired PoetryDream-Inspired PoetryDream-Inspired PoetryDream-Inspired PoetryDream-Inspired Poetry

Poets of Consciousness Robert Moss

Winter 2001  Vol. 20 No. 4  ~Winter 2001  Vol. 20 No. 4  ~Winter 2001  Vol. 20 No. 4  ~Winter 2001  Vol. 20 No. 4  ~Winter 2001  Vol. 20 No. 4  ~

Dreams & 9/11Dreams & 9/11Dreams & 9/11Dreams & 9/11Dreams & 9/11

A Walk Thru the Valley of Shadows

Spring 2002  Vol. 21 No. 1  ~Spring 2002  Vol. 21 No. 1  ~Spring 2002  Vol. 21 No. 1  ~Spring 2002  Vol. 21 No. 1  ~Spring 2002  Vol. 21 No. 1  ~

Crisis & Creativity • Dream MusicCrisis & Creativity • Dream MusicCrisis & Creativity • Dream MusicCrisis & Creativity • Dream MusicCrisis & Creativity • Dream Music

Awakening Fariba Bogzaran  Music,

Mystery & Dreams Amy Mindell

Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2  ~Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2  ~Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2  ~Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2  ~Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2  ~

Crisis & Creativity • Music Part IICrisis & Creativity • Music Part IICrisis & Creativity • Music Part IICrisis & Creativity • Music Part IICrisis & Creativity • Music Part II

Dream Weaving with Noreen Wessling

Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3  ~Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3  ~Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3  ~Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3  ~Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3  ~

The Art of DreamsharingThe Art of DreamsharingThe Art of DreamsharingThe Art of DreamsharingThe Art of Dreamsharing

Awakening Dream Groups Paul Levy

Is Religion the Problem? Bill Stimson

Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21

No. 4/22 No. 1 No. 4/22 No. 1 No. 4/22 No. 1 No. 4/22 No. 1 No. 4/22 No. 1  ~ Evolution of the ~ Evolution of the ~ Evolution of the ~ Evolution of the ~ Evolution of the

Dream Movement Dream Movement Dream Movement Dream Movement Dream Movement  Dreaming Our Way

to the Heart of the World Robert Moss

Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 ~~~~~

Evolution Part II: Feminine PerspectivesEvolution Part II: Feminine PerspectivesEvolution Part II: Feminine PerspectivesEvolution Part II: Feminine PerspectivesEvolution Part II: Feminine Perspectives

Evolution of a Dream Cherishing

Culture Rita Dwyer

Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Dreams, Aging & DeathDreams, Aging & DeathDreams, Aging & DeathDreams, Aging & DeathDreams, Aging & Death Dreamsharing

from Around the World

The Circle of Sex Stanley Krippner

Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Dreaming of ExtraterrestrialsDreaming of ExtraterrestrialsDreaming of ExtraterrestrialsDreaming of ExtraterrestrialsDreaming of Extraterrestrials

Dreaming of Aliens A.. Ramer •

Exploring Dreams of UFOs & ETs

Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1 ~ Dancing ~ Dancing ~ Dancing ~ Dancing ~ Dancing

the Dream Awake the Dream Awake the Dream Awake the Dream Awake the Dream Awake Creating Dance

from Dreams Jeanne Schul

Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Dream Art * Dance * Poetry & MoreDream Art * Dance * Poetry & MoreDream Art * Dance * Poetry & MoreDream Art * Dance * Poetry & MoreDream Art * Dance * Poetry & More

The Silver Tool Brenda Ferrimani

Autumn 2004 Vol 23 No. 3Autumn 2004 Vol 23 No. 3Autumn 2004 Vol 23 No. 3Autumn 2004 Vol 23 No. 3Autumn 2004 Vol 23 No. 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Prophetic Dreams & Deja VuProphetic Dreams & Deja VuProphetic Dreams & Deja VuProphetic Dreams & Deja VuProphetic Dreams & Deja Vu Dream

Theories of Deja Vu Art Funkhouser

Winter/Spring 2005 Winter/Spring 2005 Winter/Spring 2005 Winter/Spring 2005 Winter/Spring 2005 ~~~~~

Vol. 23 No.4 & Vol. 24 No.1

Dreaming as a PracticeDreaming as a PracticeDreaming as a PracticeDreaming as a PracticeDreaming as a Practice

Dance! It is Holy with Gabrielle Roth

Creativity & Shadow Robert Johnson

Summer 2005 Vol. 24 No. 2 ~Summer 2005 Vol. 24 No. 2 ~Summer 2005 Vol. 24 No. 2 ~Summer 2005 Vol. 24 No. 2 ~Summer 2005 Vol. 24 No. 2 ~

Facing & Embracing FEARFacing & Embracing FEARFacing & Embracing FEARFacing & Embracing FEARFacing & Embracing FEAR

Embodied Dream Imagery with Robert

Bosnak • Dreams in the News Russell

Lockhart, Ph.D.

Autumn 2005 Vol. 24 No. 3 ~Autumn 2005 Vol. 24 No. 3 ~Autumn 2005 Vol. 24 No. 3 ~Autumn 2005 Vol. 24 No. 3 ~Autumn 2005 Vol. 24 No. 3 ~

Rebirth & Death & Rebirth &...Rebirth & Death & Rebirth &...Rebirth & Death & Rebirth &...Rebirth & Death & Rebirth &...Rebirth & Death & Rebirth &...

Interview with Marion Woodman,

Winter/Spring 2006 Winter/Spring 2006 Winter/Spring 2006 Winter/Spring 2006 Winter/Spring 2006 ~~~~~

Vol. 24 No. 4 & Vol. 25 No. 1

Dreams: A CallingDreams: A CallingDreams: A CallingDreams: A CallingDreams: A Calling

A Call to Music Curtiss Hoffman

Summer 2006 Vol. 25 No. 2 ~Summer 2006 Vol. 25 No. 2 ~Summer 2006 Vol. 25 No. 2 ~Summer 2006 Vol. 25 No. 2 ~Summer 2006 Vol. 25 No. 2 ~

A Tribute to Montague Ullman, M.D.A Tribute to Montague Ullman, M.D.A Tribute to Montague Ullman, M.D.A Tribute to Montague Ullman, M.D.A Tribute to Montague Ullman, M.D.

Autumn 2006 Vol. 25 No. 3 ~Autumn 2006 Vol. 25 No. 3 ~Autumn 2006 Vol. 25 No. 3 ~Autumn 2006 Vol. 25 No. 3 ~Autumn 2006 Vol. 25 No. 3 ~

Back to Basics ~ Back to Basics ~ Back to Basics ~ Back to Basics ~ Back to Basics ~ Why Dreamwork

Groups Justina Lasley

Winter 2006 Vol. 25 No. 4 ~Winter 2006 Vol. 25 No. 4 ~Winter 2006 Vol. 25 No. 4 ~Winter 2006 Vol. 25 No. 4 ~Winter 2006 Vol. 25 No. 4 ~

Animals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in DreamsAnimals in Dreams

Paco Mitchell, Frances Ring, Vaishali

Spring/Summer 2007 Vols. 26 No. 1 & 2Spring/Summer 2007 Vols. 26 No. 1 & 2Spring/Summer 2007 Vols. 26 No. 1 & 2Spring/Summer 2007 Vols. 26 No. 1 & 2Spring/Summer 2007 Vols. 26 No. 1 & 2

A Tribute to Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.A Tribute to Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.A Tribute to Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.A Tribute to Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.A Tribute to Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.

Autumn 2007 Vol. 26 No. 3Autumn 2007 Vol. 26 No. 3Autumn 2007 Vol. 26 No. 3Autumn 2007 Vol. 26 No. 3Autumn 2007 Vol. 26 No. 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Visionary Activism Visionary Activism Visionary Activism Visionary Activism Visionary Activism ~ Jean Campbell,

Stanley Krippner, Greg Bogart & more

Winter 2008 Vol. 26 No. 4Winter 2008 Vol. 26 No. 4Winter 2008 Vol. 26 No. 4Winter 2008 Vol. 26 No. 4Winter 2008 Vol. 26 No. 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Waking Life as a DreamWaking Life as a DreamWaking Life as a DreamWaking Life as a DreamWaking Life as a Dream

Zoé  Newman, Victoria Vlach, Paul Levy
Spring 2008 Vol. 27 No. 1 ~

Children DreamingChildren DreamingChildren DreamingChildren DreamingChildren Dreaming

Nancy Brzeski, Denyse Beaudet

Summer 2008 Vol. 27 No. 2Summer 2008 Vol. 27 No. 2Summer 2008 Vol. 27 No. 2Summer 2008 Vol. 27 No. 2Summer 2008 Vol. 27 No. 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

A Tribute to Rita Dwyer & Jean CampbellA Tribute to Rita Dwyer & Jean CampbellA Tribute to Rita Dwyer & Jean CampbellA Tribute to Rita Dwyer & Jean CampbellA Tribute to Rita Dwyer & Jean Campbell

Orders for ten (or more) back issues
receive a 20% discount.
You can order by sending credit card
info or check to Dream Network PO
Box 1026 Moab, UT 84532

We, like all periodical publisher,
cannot accept returns on single and
multiple back issue orders of Dream
Network.We appreciate your under-
standing of this policy
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Change Service Requested

Paid Subscription—THANK YOU for expediting

Surrounded by the endless beauty and enchanted sandstone canyons of Moab, UT,

 artist Ben Schnirel is continually inspired

to paint the dreamlike images of this amazing landscape.

Ben’s paintings are available through

The Overlook Gallery in Moab, UT www.Moabarts.com


